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SECTION 9 - COHQYCT Of THE MEETIBGS

18. As has been stated often, the two Rwandan Parties involved
in the conflict see each other with suspicion and distrust. It
was one of ONAMIR mandates to establish contact and liaison
between the two Parties. In spite of the two Parties LOs
deployed together with UNMLO, there is rarely, if ever a direct
dealing between the Parties. It is organized through the JMC.
During the past, incidents of cease-fire violations and attacks
by some of the Parties have been innumerable. In such an
environment, it is quite likely that UNAMIR forces will have to
organize and manage the transfer of personnel, goods and other
items from one Party to the other or may be to arrange special
meetings between the two Parties.

19. Such transfers or special meetings can lead to extremely
sensitive situations, where suspicion and mistrust allow little
leeway for bad planning. Where small incidents can escalate, and
where lack of information on a continuing basis can quickly be
misinterpreted. Such operations require a good and simple plan
cleared in advance with both or all Parties involved, and liaison
and passage of information throughout.

20. The SOP lays down a set of guidelines for conduct of such
sensitive meetings by UNAMIR forces.

OCCASIONS

21. Occasions Where these operations may be required may include
one or all of the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Transfers of prisoners of war.
Transfer of bodies.
Transfer of voluntary retur
Transfer of parcels or . between the Parties.
Transfer of other it (e9 property, stray animals).

22.. Transfers can ari from bilateral talks between the
Parties, from conta through the Parties Los deployed with
UNMO/UNAMIR contin ents, or brought about as a result of outcome
of mc meetings. It may also be brought about by a third party
involvement (eg International Red Cross Committee, another UN
agency, etc). Once the details have been agreed, the transfers
will often become a UN-supervised operation.

23. The JMC meetings will form the nerve centre for planning of
all such meetings, through the deployed Party LOs. Preplanning
should be detailed and discussed with the Parties. The points
which should be established mutually in planning discussion
inclUde the following:



J.,
WHEN is thea. Information. WHO/WHAT is involved?

transfer to take place?

b. LogAtion. WHERE is the transfer to take place?
Ideally UN position or an area that can be easily
secured?

c. Procedure. HOW is the transfer to be effected?
Essentially the plan should be simple and carried out
at the lowest possible level. High level operations
tend to lead to complications.

d. Agreement on communications.

e. Liaison facilities established.

f. Security measures assessed, tasked and agreed.

EXECQTIOlf

24. It is neither possible nor advisable to lay down specific
procedures for execution as every situation will vary for
innumerable reasons. The undermentioned aspects must be
deliberately considered to execution of a meeting:

a. Place of actual transfer should be UN controlled areas
or locations (ideally existing UN positions) interposed
between the Parties.

arearea checks and recording
er to Party "B".

d. All the Central U
completed prior to hand

/."'~

b. POWsjbodies/mail shoUld be broug~/ forward by Party
"A" to a waiting area in a location ¢ntrolled by them .

./
c. When signalled forward, the P s/bodies/mail should be
brought to the central UN area. This can be done by Party
"AIt or UN. ersonnel must be warned and
those involved should be IS cifioa11y marked (e.g. by
wearing white arm bands). UN,. unarmed observers are the
preferred option.

!

e. If a POW exchangtl'is involved, both Parties bring the
prisoners to their reSpective waiting areas. On a signal
they are simUltaneously escorted, ideally by UN,. to
separate central ~reas, checked, recorded and then
transferred. (

f. Throughout the operation, liaison is maintained and
there is a constant passage of information between the UN
and the Parties.

g. If the operation requires the Parties to come into a
relatively close contact, they must be unarmed,
distinctively marked (e.g. white arm bands) and escorted by
UN.

25. It should be noted that such meetings should be arranged for
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larger issues in contention. The media of JMC working group
meeting provide ideal modus operandi both to solve minor
irritants as well as to arrange a contact between leaders of the
two Parties to iron out lesser issues.

26. After the operation, records and reports are compiled.
There should be a final coordination between UNAHIR personnel and
the third Party. UN personnel should be the last element to
leave the scene where the meeting is arranged in areas out of
UNAMIR forces premises.

27. Before the deployment of UNAMIR, a number of incidents and
attacks have been reported. The probable intention was to bring
more and more of economically or tactically important areas I

villages, towns, under their control in spite of agreements to
Observe cease-fire.

28. In such cases, UNAMIR will have to undertake disengagement
of conflicting forces by clearly defining easily recognizable
geographical features/landmarks on ground, that would limit the
freedom of manoeuvre of concerned parties, thus creating
conditions to prevent further clashes.

29. Lines, imprecise or not, Whether on ground or on maps, will
play an important part in accomplishment of the above. Some of
these terms that would occur are given below:

a. Cease-fir@ line§ (CFL). Literally the line held when
the fighting stopped, normally defined as the "forward
defended locations" (FOLs) held by each side at the time
the ceasefire came into force.

b. Armistice Demarcation Line (APL). A more formal and
fixed line to which the Parties have agreed in an armistice
agreement. It does not have the status of a recognized
border but usually becomes a detacto bQrQ§r.

c. Qeml1itarlzeg Zone (DMZ). Areas usually between the
forward lines of opposing the parties, into which they have
agreed not to deploy military forces and which may be
placed under the control of UNAMIR.

d. Area of Influencft Lines. Drawn by various Parties
(inclUding UN) to clarify a situation for themselves. They
do not involve an agreement and are seldom widely accepted.

e. Assembly ZOnft§. Areas beyond DMZ where both Parties
will assemble after the disengagement process.

30. These lines can pose many problems:

a. There is often argument as to the correct line on the
ground.

b. The two Parties may use incompatible maps.
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c. Although in agreement with a line in principle, a
Party may be reluctant to give up a particular piece of
good defensive terrain.

d. A Party may retain administrative control over a
ground which is tactically important.

31. UNAMIR cannot escape these problems. Often their task is
to try to ensure that the Parties honour agreements they have
made about lines or zones. In some cases, UNAMIR may have to
insist on its own interpretation of such agreements. UNAMIR also
have to insist on the freedom of movement which they need to
carry out their mandates. This will often require them to cross,
as a matter of routine, lines and zones controlled by the Parties
and of great sensitivity to them. Crossing procedures must,
therefore, be worked out with the Parties in a practical way by
each affected UNAMIR contingent.

32. In the ma jority of the incidents, the procedure would
originate from UNAMIR HQ. In all likelihood serious incidents
would be brought into discussion at Level I JMC meeting. Based
on the outcome of the discussion at this level, the CFL, AOL,
DMZ, ASSZ would be worked out on 1: 50 , 000 scale maps at the level
of JMC working group. The sector HQ would, therefore, come into
picture in implementation of the decision taken. In incidents
Where it is less of this serious, the sector HQ may have to
formUlate and arrive at an agreement at their level. Whatever
be the level or degree of seriousness of the problem, the
undermentioned aspects must be considered While arriving at the
procedure as it is applicable to troops on ground on ground
enforcing the agreement:

Where are the approved crossing points?

What are the times of opening?

Restrictions (if any) on recreation movement.

nNo go" areas near crossings.

"No golf areas except on duty near crossings.

Approved roads near crossings.

Clearance procedures and documentation required by
Parties for crossing.

Policy on official visitors using crossings.

security searches and checks of UN personnel,
vehicles, baggage (normally Parties will not carry out
Qllecks on Un personnel, vehicles and baggage, but will
callan UN military police to carry out $eargbes While
the representative of the Party observes).

j. Different crossing regUlations for different national
contingents in the UNAKIR might be imposed by Parties;
should UN accept such interference (since all



personnel are equal and should not be treated
differently) or should it adopt a more pragmatic
attitude?

k. What are the procedures for vehicles crossing? e.g.
operational vehicles only, special pass vehicles only?

1. What are liaison arrangements with Parties re
crossings?

~
\ H§QHQOU BITING ABA

LV 33. Village NGONDORE (0529) Map No. --- -- is 64 KM from Kigali
on Kigali - Gatuna road. It takes normally IhI5 to reach. A
sketch of NGONDORE attached with this paper as Annex A. KINIHlRA
Sub-Prefecture will be used as alternative to NGONDORE
considering the requirement.

34. PLANS SECTION: Chief Plans Officer is responsible for all
activities related to the use of those two locations by any
Section/Branch of ONAMIR or any other Agency. Plans Section is
responsible to ensure the following:

DMZ Sector will be responsible to provide physical
the location. Their specific tasks are the

c

a. Arrangement of meetings as and When necessary or as
and when ordered by the Force Commander.
b. Informing concerned parties/agencies regarding the
venue, date and time of the meeting.
c. Preparation of the agenda/minutes of the meeting.
d. Giving early warning and written information to all
concerned UNAMIR military component HQs.
e. Allocation of either of the sites for all levels of
meetings.
f. Informing DMZ HQ about the location, date and time of
the meetings.
g. Ensuring security of the area prior to the start of
the meetings.
h. Ensuring through DMZ HQ that local Frefecture has been
informed.
j. Ensuring that pUblic address system bas been placed
and is operational.
k. Ensuring that necessary furniture is in place.
1. Arrange for Translators/Interpreters.
m. Arrange for necessary press coverage in coordination
with Press Secretary of the SRSG if required.

35. DIlZ HQ:
security of
following:

a. Security of either meeting places.
b. Ensuring that administrative and logistics
arrangements as per check list are completed well in time
to receive meeting participants.
c. Providing escorts to RPF as per escort SOP.
d. Ensure that no party enters the conference venue with
any weapon/explosive or armed escorts. Security personnel



t

c

may be tasked to courteously check and monitor this.
Details of escorts and their weapons are given in escort
SOP.

36. KIGALI SECTOR AND MlLOB GP HQ: They will be responsible
to provide escorts as per Escort SOP.

37.. CHECK LIST: Check list on use of the meeting sites is
given in Annex B.
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JOINT MILITARY
COMMISSION OF 9 MARCH 1994

REPRESENTATIVES

Col NTIWIRAGABO
LTC KANYANDEKWE
LTC RWABALINDA

GENDARMERIE:

LTC RWARAKABIJE

BU:

Col BISERUKA
Col MUGAMBAGE
LTC CAESAR
LTC RWIGAMBA

ONAMIR:

Maj. Gen DALLAIRE
LTC VAN PUT
MAJ. PAZIK
MAJ. MATIUR

INTROPUCTION

1. The agenda points of the meeting were the following:

C
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Corridor Kigali - Gatuna.
Demobilization process of Gendarmerie.
Assembly points, Cantonment Points, Training Centres.
Recent incidents between RGF and RPF.
Mines.
Security problem of NGONOORE.
Escort SOP.
Addendum KWSA.

DISCUSSIONS

2. CorrigQr Kigali - Gatuna

~ stated that all Engr Recce have been completed, and that
the President of Rwanda and the President of Uganda want to
have the corridor opened as soon as possible. Both parties
are nevertheless reticent about it as long as the BBTG is
not installed.

UN RESTRICTED
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He stated

would be a
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BGF: said that .this topic was not foreseen on the agenda
and had not comments.
B£f: stated that first of all the road must be cleared of
obstacles and that security can only be discussed by the

.BSTG.
FC concluded that this problem is related to
problem which will be discussed later on.
furthermore that the opening of the corridor
confidence-building measure.

3.

4.

GendArmerie (Gd)

GQ The Assembly points (Ass Pt) of the Gendarmerie will be
installed in existing Gendarmerie Camps according to Art
142 of the Arusha Peace Agreement. After the disengagement,
there will be 1800 gendarmes deployed with their weapons.
The BBTG may raise this figure.
~ said that the problem of the Gd Ass Pt can not be
treated separately and that it should be handled by the
Working Group on Operations first. They also doubted that
more gendarmes should bring more security. In some cases
the gendarmerie has failed and brought more insecurity.
~ The population asks for more gendarmes to be deployed.
The gendarmerie can not be held responsible for insecurity
as such. RPF is requested to give examples of cases where
Gd was involved in riots.

~: let us go to the point. The problem is whether we are
talking about 1800 gendarmes or 3 x 1800 = 5400.
Secretary: RPF wanted to answer the gd request. They
accused the Gd to give information to the media on the
accident of the ammo-carrying truck even before the
investigation was concluded. The gendarmerie denied this
firmly and declared that they were working in openness.
RPF repeated that the Gendarmerie intentions are ~ot always
such that they are confidence-building-like.
~: We should agree on the real meaning of Article 142.
SgqretAry: After another discussion between RGF, Gd and
RPF, partially in KINYARWANDA, and after a break, the Fe
concluded that UNAHIR had not understood the problem,
because there is more subtlety in the Arusha agreement than
he thought. The conclusion is that, if the BBTG believes
that 1800 gendarmes is not enough, the Agreement gives a
mandate to increase that number even until 5400! It is thus
for the BBTG to solve the problem.

Msgmbl:t faints
Ref stated that there has been enough discussions and that
it is in UNAMIR mandate to establish the Assembly Points.
As long as the conditions of Art. 56 and 57 are fUlfilled,
the parties have to agree with UNAMIR proposals.
RGF said that the interpretation of Art. 56 and 57 is
different: U~AMIR has the mandate, but none of the parties
may be harmed. It is obvious that RPF welcomes the present

UK RBSTRIC'l'ED
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proposals given by UNAMIR. The RGF proposal is to let the
DMZ unchanged and that the RPF establishes Ass pt in its
own zone. Furthermore, UNAMIR has not reacted on RGF
proposals.
Chief PlAns: stated that the RGF proposals reached UNAMIR
after the last JMC and Working Group meetings.
BQf said that UNAMIR should identify the Ass Pt in
collaboration with each party. There is no reason for
selecting Ass pt for RPF in the RGF zone.
~ : UNAMIR has to select Ass pt in collaboration with each
party in each Ass Zone. In contradiction with Art. 56, the
UN Reece Team had no mandate for the identification of the
Ass Zones. What is the mandate given by both parties to
UNAMIR, what is UNAMIR right of decision?
Ref : every party defends its own interests. That is Why
-a neutral force should assist them; if this force has no
mandate, there is no solution.
~: before UNAMIR can impose something, the mandate related
to Art. 56 and 57 has to be cleared.
~: has no problem with UNAMIR proposals.
~: said that the activities are stalled because the BBTG
is not in place. But we have to face our responsibility
and carryon. RGF agrees with the Fe's proposition to
clear the mandate.
Ref: has no problem with the mandate.
RG.F stated that even in the logic of peace they remain
soldiers. Each party has to stay in its own zone until the
integration begins.
S~Qk~tOry: both parties remai~ed on their positions, and
discussed in Kinyarwanda. The debate was closed by the Fe.
He will inform the parties When New York has answered on
the problem of the mandate. He also said that all have to
think about the criteria for the construction of Ass Pt,
keeping in mind that these infrastructures can be used
later on.

5.c Incident
EC : The troops will have to stay in the trenches for three
to five more months. The Sector of BYUMBA and the North
East are ideal places for incidents. That is why the Fe
proposed that the DMZ Comdr and the respective Comdrs
establish a neutral zone between the front positions of the
parties and that UNAMIR should patrol this zone. Every
party should stay away from the neutral zone. After some
reflection on the recent incidents ~ and BfE agreed with
the proposal.

6. Hin§§?
EC reminded the parties that they should collaborate for
the mine clearance problem. UNAMIR has a mine clearance
cell Which will deal with mine clearance for military
purposes and with training of the Rwandese personnel.
UNAMIR needs samples of all the mines that have been used
and an update of all existing mine fields. Both parties

UN RESTRICl'BD
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agreed to comply with these requests.

7. Security in Ngondore
The FC expressed his gratitude for the positive spirit of
both parties during the meetings in Ngondore. But Ngondore
should remain a serene spot at all times, so there should
be no proof-shootings in this neighbourhood. The FC asked
both parties to give directives in order to avoid further
incidents.

8. Escorts Kigali - Kulindi
A document has been handed over. Both parties asked for
some reflexion time. They agreed on a new meeting on
Saturday 12 March 1994 at 0930 hours.

9. KWSA Addendum Annex B
Same situation and same conclusion as for Para 8.
The RGF liaison officer gave some background information.
The document was reviewed because of the insecure situation
in Kigali. The Gendarmerie is sometimes inefficient
because there is shortage of gendarmes.
The difference with the old annex is situated in the public
sector. The addendum is an answer on the request for more
security.

c

Henry K. Anyidoho
Brigadier General
Action JMC Chairman

UN RESTRICTED

E. VAN PUT
Lt. Col

Secretary of the JMC
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SECTION 9 - CONDUCT OF MEETINGS

\ ..,

1t-J' f~1 ~. yr7. As has been stated often. the i6Ur Cambodia~ctions involved in the conflict see each

C other with SUSPiCion:E distrust. It was one of 't!N~ mandates to establish contact and

liaison between the .. factions. Inspite of the tr;:; factions LOs deployed together with

UNMLO. there is/ttely, if ever a direct dealing between the factions. It is, organized through

the medium ofJ~ During lit;past, incidents of cease-fire violations and attacks~
of the factions have been innumerable. In such an environment, it is quite likely that !1(
forces win have to organize and manage the transfer of personnel, goods and other items from

one faction to the other or may be to arrange special meetings between ¥1Jrious factions.

c

15 Iss. Such transfers or special meetings can lead to extremely sensitive situations, where

suspicion and mistrust allow little leeway for bad planning. Where small incidents can escalate.

and where lack of information on a continuing basis can quickly be misinterpreted. Such

operations require a good arid simple plan cleared in advance with both or all factions involved,

and liaison and passage of information throughout.

f2...(JJ ~9. [he SOP lays down a set of guidelines for conduct of such sensitive meetings by
V",I;;,·· ~.

~rces.

3 - 75
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OCCASIONS

21 f4Q Occasions where these operations may be required may include one or all of the

following:

a. Transfers of prisoners of war.

b. Transfer of bodies.

c.

d.

e.

Transfer of voluntary returnees.

Transfer of parcels or mail between the factions.

Transfer of other items (eg property, stray animals). •
u ~. Transfers canarise either from bilateral talks between the factions, from contacts

through the faction LOs deployed with UNMLO/~ ~ contingents-.. or brought about as a
. J H.e

result of outcome of ..MMwG meetings. It may also be brought about by a third party

involvement (eg International Red Cross committee, another UN agency etc). Once the details

have been agreed, the transfers will often become a UN-supervised operation.

PLANNING

"jl1CZ3 ~. The MMWO meetings will form the nerve centre for planning of all such

meetings, through the deployed faction LOs. Preplanning should be detailed and discussed with ~....

the parties in conflict. The points which should be established mutually in planning discussion

include the following:

a. InfQrmafum... WHO/WHAT is involved? WHEN is the transfer to take

place?

3 - 76
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b. Location, WHERE is the transfer to take place? Ideally a UN position or

an area that can be easily secured?

c. Procedures, HOW is the transfer to be effected? Essentially the plan

should be simple and carried out at the lowest possible level.' High level

operations tend to lead to complications.

d. Agreement on communications.

e. Liaison facilities established.

f. Security measures assessed, tasked, agreed.

EXECUTION,

f! '1 % It is neither possible nor advisable to lay down specific procedures for execution as every

situation will vary for innumerable reasons. The undermentioned aspects must be deliberately

considered for execution of a meeting,

a. Place of actual transfer should be UN controlled areas or locations (ideally

existing UN positions) interposed between the parties.

b. POWs/bodies/mail should be brought forward by Party n A" to a waiting area in

a locationcontrolled by them.

c. When signalled forward, the POWIbodies/mail should be brought to the central

UN area. This can be done by Party n A" or UN. If Party n A", then personnel mqst be

warned and those involved should be specifically marked (e.g. by wearing white-arm

bands). If UN, unarmed observers are the preferred option.

3 - 77
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d. At the Central UN area checks and recording are completed prior to handover to

Party "B".

e. If a POW exchange is involved, both parties bring the prisoners to their respective

waiting areas. On a signal they are simultaneously escorted, ideally by UN, to separate

central areas, checked, recorded and then transferred.

f. Throughout the operation, liaison is maintained and there is a constant passage of

information between the UN and the parties.

g. If the operation requires the parties to come into relatively close contact, they

must be unarmed, distinctively marked (e.g. white arm bands) and escorted by UN.

bf~ It should Y[('ored that such meetings should be arranged for larger issues in contention.

The media of~"ft'ttmeetingprovide an ideal modus operandi bothto solve minor irritants as

well as to arrange a contact between leaders of conflicting factions to iron out lesser issues.

'2 {')>G. After the ~'11r: and reports are compiled. There should be • final

coordination between~ personnel and the third party. UN personnel~the last <t.,
element to leave thescene where the meeting is arranged in areas out of..,UNTAC forces

premises.

3 - 78
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SECURlIX AND CONTROL OF CROSSINGS/LINES

~ ~ 4#lMtrtr27 .JAb. During the period of UNAMIC operations and earlier period of-IJ,N'l'IrC

deployment, a larger number of incidents of CFV and attacks have occurred. The probable

reasons are the rival claims by two or more factions of control over the same area/villages/pieces

of ground and the intentions of certain factions to bring more and more of economically or

tactically important areas, villages, towns under their control, inspite of agreements to observe

ceasefire.

{~ MN~~£
l8 1.{L 1n such cases, l:#fP1\Cw-ill have to undertake disengagement of conflicting forces

by clearly defining easily recognizable geographical features/landmarks on ground, that would

limit the freedom of manoeuvre of concerned factions, thus creating conditions to prevent further

clashes.

2J ~. Lines, imprecise or not, w-hether on ground or on the maps, will play an important

part in accomplishment of the above. Some of these terms that would occur are given below:

·0

a. Ceasefire Lines (CEL). Literally the line held when the fighting stopped,

,:nommlty ~·.as:the·"fOfwallt" defended 40CCltioos..F(~~, :helil·~ eachSide at the

time the ceasefire came into force.

h. Armistice Demarcation Line (ADL). A more formal and fixed line to which the

parties have agreed in an armistice agreement. It does not have the status of a recognized

border but usually becomes a de facto border.

3 - 79
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c. ~ ·iwffer~QU¢HBZs)/Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)!?\rea ofScvwatloll mOS}.-Are.as

usually between the forward lines of opposing the parties, into which they have It
not to deploy military forces and which may be placed under the control of a TThl~:r-

d. Area of Influence Lines: Drawn by various parties (including UN) to clarify

situations for themselves. They do not involve an agreement and are seldom widely

accepted. _ . _.t/:eo I}S)~{ ZoMlY)

3C?~ These lines can pose many problems:

a. There is often argument as to the correct line on the ground. .--

b. The two parties may use incompatible maps.

c. Although in agreement with a.line in principle, a party may be reluctant to give

up a particular piece of good 'defensive terrain.

d. A party may retain administrative control over a disputed zone.

,

ltW/jM({(31.~ ..llNf';(c cannot escape these problems. Often their task is to try to ~.Hl'l~ lI'e parties

honour agreements they have made about lines or zones. I~J~~~ses the jfitlj/i!'rnay have

to insist on its own interpretation of such agreements. ~also have to insist on the

freedom of movement which they need to carry ut their mandates. This will often require them

to cross, as a matter of routine, lines and zones controfted by the parties and of great sensitivity

edures must, therefore, be worked out with the parties in a practical way

ontingefit.
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11 NAIA R..'32 ~. In majority of the incidentS, the procedure would originate from~C HQ. In 1111

likelihood serious incidents would be brought into discussions at Leve~ 14.A.~WG. Based on the

outcome of discussions at thislevel~ il't~l:..~,@DMzsll$J;id be worked out on

1:50,000 scale maps at the level of~I. The sector HQ would, therefore, come

into picture in implementation of the decision taken. In incidents where it is less of this serious,

the sectors HQ may have to formulate and arrive at an agreement at their level. Whatever be

the level or degree of seriousness of the problem, the undermentioned aspects must be considered

while arriving at the procedure as it is applicable to troops on ground enforcing the agreement:

g. Clearance procedures and documentation required by parties for crossing.

h.Policy on official visitors using crossings.

3 - 81
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t. Security searches and checks of UN personnel, vehicles and baggage (normally

parties will not carry out che&ks on UN personnel, vehicles and baggage, but will call on

UN military police to carry out searches while the representative

of the party observes).

. . UiJAMf<.
j. Different crossing regulations for different national contingents in the~

might be imposed by parties; should UN accept such interference (since all personnelare.':

equal and should not be treated differently) Of should it adopt a more pragmatic attitude?

k, What are the procedures for vehicles crossing? e.g. operational vehicles only,

special pass vehicles only?

l. What are liaison arrangements with parties re-crossings?

~_N~ Heei'#t A~_, ..

.» )
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- PART III

j!EE-rlN6 ,eiITE Hoorl/)61C~
1. Ilft'RODUCTIOH:

It is very essential to have an open forum for discussion
on various problems between RGF and RPF during this crucial
period. To provide this facility I village NGONOORE has been
selected as a neutral location for all joint meetings between the
two Forces and UN Agencies.

2.. AIM:

The aim of this SOP is to provide instructions
administrative, logistics and security arrangements of
meeting site.

3. SCOPE:

on
the

c
This SOP describes mainly the administrative management of

the meeting site and security aspect. But physical security of
the location will be given by DMZ HQ.

4. LOCATIOlf OF THE MEETING SITE:

village NGONDORE (0529) Map No. --- -- is 64 KM from Kigali
on Kigali - Gatuna road. It takes normally ihiS to reach. A
sketch of NGONDORE attached with this paper as Annex A.

5. AL'l'ERHAT:IVE LOCATIOlf:

KINIHlRA Sub-Prefecture will be used as alternative to
NGONDORE considering the requirement.

6. RESPONSIBILITIES OF PLANS SECTIOR:

Chief Plans Officer is responsible for all activities
related to the use of those two locations by any Section/Branch
of UNAMIR or any other Agency. Plans section is responsible to

Q ensure the following:

a. Arrangement of meetings as and when necessary or as
and when ordered by the Force Commander.
b. Informing concerned parties/agencies regarding the
venue, date and time of the meeting.
c. Preparation of the agenda/minutes of the meeting.
d. Giving early warning and written information to all
concerned UNAMIR military component HQs.
e. Allocation of either of the sites for all levels of
meetings.
f. Informing DMZ HQ about the location, date and time of
the meetings.
g. Ensuring security of the area prior to the start of
the meetings.
h. Ensuring through DMZ HQ that local Prefecture has been
informed.
j. Ensuring that public address system has been placed
and is operational.
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7.

k. Ensuring that necessary furniture is in place.
1. Arrange for Translators/Interpreters.
m. Arrange for necessary press coverage in coordination
with Press secretary of the SRSG if required.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF DMZ HQ:

8.c

c

DMZ Sector will be responsible to provide physical security
of the location. Their specific tasks are the following:

a. Security of either meeting places.
b. Ensuring that administrative and logistics
arrangements as per check list are completed well in time
to receive meeting participants.
c. Providing escorts to RPF as per escort SOP.
d. Ensure that no party enters the conference venue with
any weapon/explosive or armed escorts. Security personnel
may be tasked to courteously check and monitor this.
Details of escorts and their weapons are given in escort
SOP.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF KIGALI SECTOR AND HILOB GP DQ:

They will be responsible to provide escorts as per Escort
SOP.

9. CBECX LIST:

Check list on use of the meeting sites is given in Annex B.
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UNAMIR
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RECONHAISSAlfCE PLAM

Reference: A.
B.

Map Rwanda 1 : 250,000
Check list

- Annex A;
- Annex B.

1. Situation: It is estimated that there will be 22 Assembly
Points, 2 Cantonment Points and 3 Integrated Training Centres. It
is estimated that it will take 1 day to properly recce and staff
the requirements of each site. It is necessary to check 37
localities so estimated time of work will be 37 days. It means for
one team 13 days.

2. Mission:

~ to consolidate logistics and engineering requirements of all
37 proposed sites;

to provide suggestions for ONAMIR, RPF and RGF as to which
site shoUld be chosen.

3. Execution:

3 teams, under command of Logistics Officers, have to be
established (Names and ranks of officers are to be put into boxes)

Team A Team B Team C

RPF

RGF

DMZ Maj. AZAM (Bang) -- --
Kigali Sector -- Maj. KAMAL

(Bangl)

Mil Obs Commander SAAR capt OLESUNGO LtCol SECK (Sen)
(Sen) (Congo)

Logistics Maj. BAYER (Pol) Maj. DOMBY Maj: ZAMAN
(Congo) (Bang)

Engineer Maj. MACZKA (Pol) Maj. SHAMS (Bang)

CAO/UNDP
Represent.

Plans Officer
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Team A has to recce proposed Assembly Points No. 101, 102, 103, 104, 105,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110 (see Map) and proposed Integrated Training Centres
no. 301, 302, 303, 304 (see Map) and proposed Cantonment Point no. 401
(see Map) and supply roads also.

Te~ B has to recce proposed Assembly Points no. 201, 202, 203, 204, 205,
206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212 (see Map) and supply roads also.

Team C has to racce proposed Assembly Points no. 213, 214, 215, 216, 217,
218, 219, 220, 221 (see Map) and proposed Cantonment Point no. 402 (see
Map) and supply roads also.

Each team leader has to prepare his own detailed recce plan.

Execution of the mission should be done according to checking list (Annex
B).

All paper works should be done every day and delivered every evening to
Chief of Plans section. •

Service support:

- 2 jeeps for each team;
- travel allowance for each team member who has no MSA.
- food and water for RPF and RGF Officers are to be provided by RPF and
RGF authorities.

5. CO_nd and siqnals:

Each team leader is to report every evening to Chief of Plans section with
detailed information on what was dodne during the day and with his plan
for the next day.

,,," .M
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ANNEX B
PAGE: 1

CHRGKLIST FOR REecE TEAM

1. Route from Rigali to the point:

2. Access to the c~p and exact location (GRID):

3. Inner routes:

4. Storage facilities:

5. Source of water:

6. Overall description of the camp including a sketch:

7. How many sq metres for bedding and how many soldiers can beaccomodated:

8. Kitchen facilities (sketch, detailed description):

9. Classrooms or training area:

10. Toilets\showeres:

11. Technical condition of buildings and detailed repairs required
~ including sketch of each building:

12. Training area description:

13. Garbage disposal:

14. Weapon and ammunition storage facility:

15. Accomodation for 6 UNMOS OR Cantonment Point Platoon Guard:

I .. « Ul .!! I It .l$ .'1 U.b 00.. r - au ,. ! UWIN
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16. Camp HQ location {near UNMO or Guard House}:

17. Hel icopter Landing Zone:

18. Best route for camp resupply and movement of repair teams (i.e. for
camps 101-110 is Uganda routes best):

19. Medical Infirmary Facility:

20. Suggestion: Is this site suitable as an Assembly Point and if so for
how many people (in the case of cantonment point is it suitable forhow many weapons):

l..Fd \Lt; iltit f I iII!i fHIiIM ij tin .. '\Il
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JOINT MILITARY
COMMISSION OF 9 MARCH 1994
-------~------------~-----~-~------~--------

REPRf,:SENTATIVBS

BGE:

Col NTIWIQAGABO
LTC KANYANDEKWE
LTC RWABALINDA

GENDARHERtf,: :

LTC RWARAKABIJE

Col BISERUKA
Col MUGAMBAGE
LTC CAESAR
LTC RWIGAMBA

QlAMIR:

Ma j. Gen DALLAIRE
LTC VAN PUT
MAJ. PAZIK
MAJ. MATIUR

INTROPUCTION

1. The agenda points of the meeting were the following:

a.

0 b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Corridor Kigali ~ Gatuna.
Demobilization process of Gendarmerie.
Assembly points, Cantonment Points, Training CentreS.
Recent incidents between RGF and RPF.
Mines.
Security problem of NGONDORE.
Escort SOP.
Addendum KWSA.

PISCQSSIONS

2. Corridor Kigali - GAtuna

~ stated that all Engr Recce have been completed, and that
the President of Rwanda and the Presid&ntof Uganda want to
have the corridor opened as soon as possible. Both parties
are nevertheless reticent about it as long as the BBTG is
not installed.

UN RESTRICTED
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3.

4.

UM RESTRICTED

RGE: said that this topic was not foreseen on the agenda
and had not comments.
BEE: stated that first of all the road must be cleared of
obstacles and that security can only be discussed by the
BBTG.
FC concluded that this problem is related to the escort
problem which will be discussed later on. He stated
furthermore that the opening of the corridor would be a
confidence-building measure.

Gengamerie lGd)

GQ The Assembly points (Ass Pt) of the Gendarmerie will be
installed in existing Gendarmerie Camps according to Art
142 of the Arusha Peace Agreement. After the disengagement,
there will be 1800 gendarmes deployed with their weapons.
The BBTG may raise this figure.
RfF said that the problem of the Gd Ass Pt can not be
treated separately and that it should be handled by the
Working Group on Operations first. They also doubted that
more gendarmes should bring more security. In some cases
the gendarmerie has failed and brought more insecurity.
GG The population asks for more gendarmes to be deployed.
The gendarmerie can not be held responsible for insecurity
as such. RPF is r~quested to give examples of cases where
Gd was involved in riots.

EC: let us go to the point. The problem is whether we are
talking about 1800 gendarmes or 3 x 1800 = 5400.
Secretary: RPF wanted to answer the gd request. They
accused the Gd to give information to the media on the
accident of the ammo-carrying truck even before the
investigation was concluded. The gendarmerie denied this
firmly and declared that they were working in openness.
RPF repeated that the Gendarmerie intentions are not always
such that they are confidence-building-like.
~: We should agree on the real meaning of Article. 142.
Secretary: After another discussion between RGF, Cd and
RPF, partially in KINYARWANDA, and after a break, the Fe
concluded that UNAMIR had not understood t.he problem,
because there is more subtlety in the Arusha agreement than
he thought. The conclusion is that, if t.he BBTG believes
that 1800 gendarmes is not enough, the Agreement gives a
mandate to increase that. number even until 54001 It is thus
for the BBTG to solve the problem.

Ae3QmPly Pointe
BEE st.ated that there has been enough discussions and that
it is in UNAMIR mandate to establish the Assembly Points.
As long as the conditions of Art. 56 and 57 are fUlfilled,
the parties have to agree with UNAMIR proposals.
BGf: said that the interpretation of Art. 56 and 57 is
different: UNAMIR has the mandate, but none of the parties
may be harmed. It is obvious that RPF welcomes the present

UN RESTRICTED
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proposals given by UNAMIR. The RGF proposal is to let the
DMZ unchanged and that the RPF establishes Ass Pt in its
own zone , Furthermore, ONAMIR has not reacted on RGF
proposals.
Chief Elabs: stated that the RGF proposals reached UNAMIR
after the last JMC and Working Group meetings.
BGl said that ONAMIR should identify the Ass Pt in
collaboration with each party. There is no reason for
selecting .Ass Pt for RPF in the RGF zone.
Ie : UNAMIR has to select Ass pt in collaboration with each
party in each Ass Zone. In contradiction with Art. 56, the
UN Reece Team had no mandate for the identification of the
Ass Zones. What is the mandate given by both parties to
ONAMIR, what is UNAHIl,t right of decision?
Rfl : every party defends its own interests. That is Why
a neutral force should assist them: if this force has no
mandate, there is no solution.
£C: before UNAMIR can impose something, the mandate related
to Art. 56 and 57 has to be cleared.
Bel: has no problem with ONAMIR proposals.
RGl= said that the activities are stalled because the BBTG
1s not in place. But we have to face Qur responsibility
and carryon. RGF agrees with the FC I S proppsition to
clear the mandate.
~: has no problem with the mandate.
RG.l: stated that even in the logic of peace they remain
soldiers. Each party has to stay in its own zone until the
integration begins.
SecretA~: both parties remained on their positions, and
discussed in Kinyarwanda. The debate was closed by the FC.
He will inform the parties when New York has answered on
the problem of the mandate. He also said that all have to
think about the criteria for the construction of Ass Pt,
keeping in mind that these infrastructures can be used
later on.

Incident
~ : 1he troops will have to stay in the trenches for three
to five more months. The Sector of BYUMBA and the North
East are ideal places for incidents. That is why the Fe
proposed that the OMZ COllldr and the respective Comdrs
establish a neutral zone between the front positions of the
parties and that UNAMIR should patrol this zone. Every
party should stay away from the neutral zone. After some
reflection on the recent incidents ~ and a£l ~greed with
the proposal.

6. Mines
l.C reminded the parties tllat they should collaborate for
the mine clearance problem. ONAMIR has a mine clearance
cell which will deal with mine clearance for military
purposes and with training of the Rwandese personnel.
UNAMIR needs samples of all the .ines that have been used
and an update of all existing mine fields. Both parties

UK RESTRIC'l'ED
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agreed to comply with these requests.

7. security in N9godQre
The FC expressed his gratitude for the positive spirit of
both parties during the meetings in Ngondore. But Ngondore
should remain a serene spot at all times, so there should
be no proof-shootings in this neighbourhood. The FC asked
both parties to give directives in order to avoid further
incidents.

8. Escorts Kigali -Mulindi
A document has been handed over. Both parties asked for
some reflexion time. They agreed on a new meeting on
saturday 12 March 1994 at 0930 hours.

c
9. KWSA Agg@m;J:WI Ann@x B

Same situation and same conclusion as for Para 8.
The RGF liaison officer gave some background information.
The document was reviewed because of the insecure situation
in Kigali. The Gendarmerie is sometimes inefficient
because there is shortage of gendarmes.
The difference with the old annex is situated in the public
sector. The addendum is an answer on the request for more
security. .

e

Henry K. Anyidoho
Brigadier General
Action JMC Chairman

011 RBS'l'RICTm

E. VAN PUT
Lt. Col

Secretary of the JMC
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Establishment Proposal
Formation at a Hg for Force Troops

UHAMIR

Introduction

1. The force structure of UNAMIR is composed of contingents
from many countries including Bangladesh. Bangladesh has
contributed following components/elements as mentioned against
each:

a. One Infantry Group of 370 strength consists of one
motorised company, one mechanized company and one
headquarters company.

b. One Force EngiI?eer Company of 203 strength.

c. One Force Logistic Company of 200 strength.

C d. One Force Medical Platoon of 52 strength.

e. One Force MP section of 11 strength.

2. The Infantry Bn/Gp though of 370 strength but is commanded
by a Col with 4 X Lt Cols in the Bn HQ to work as 2IC/Staff
Officers. Conventionally the Bn should have been commanded by a
Lt Col to be at par with other sister Bns besides correctly
fitting in the establishment of a Sector HQ commanded by a Col.
But now with the current set up of an unnecessarily top heavy
HQ, requirement of a Col and 3 x Lt Cols in the Bn HQ is not only
unjustified but also a hinderance in the way of allocation of
duties besides command and control complicacies. As such, it
calls for review of the organization and find a suitable· option
for better utilization of the additional senior members of the
existing Bn HQ.

c 3. The aim of this paper is to offer a suitable option for the
establishment of an Intermediate HQ for Force Troops under the
Force RQ.

Present HG Set Up of Bangladesh Infantry Group

4. Present HG structurg. with the fact stated in para 1 and
2 above, top structure of the Bn HQ is as under:

a. CO · Col.·
b. 2IC Lt Col

c. Chief Operations Officer · Lt Col·
d. Chief Information Officer: Lt Col

1
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e.

f.

g.

Chief Liaison Officer

Adjutant

Quartermaster

··

··

Lt Col

Major

Major

5. Present Complicacies

a. A standard infantry bn of 800 men generally has a HQ
as under:

c

(1) CO

(2) 2IC

(3) Adjutant

(4) Quartermaster

Lt Col

Major

Captain

Captain

b. with the present set up 4 x Lt Cols Staff Officers are
virtually under employed/having no appropriate job.

c. The CO is of the rank of a Col and is under a Sector
Commander who is also a Col ..

suitable Option

6. creation of a New Intermediate BO. Conventionally Force
troops are directly commanded by a Force HQ as done for division
troops under a standard divisional HQ. Under this situation a new
HQ under the name of Force Troops Headquarters may be created
under the Force HQ as per organization given at Annex 'A'.

7 • Command and Control

a. Force Engr COJlPany By Whom

(1) Qperational Control: Force Troops HQ.

(2) Technical Control: Force Engr Company.

(3) Administrative Control: Force Troops HQ.

(4) LQcal A4ministration: DMZ Sector.

d. Force Logistic Company/Medical PIIMP Sec

(1) Operational Control. Force Troops HQ.

( 2 ) Tecooical control. Res p e c t i v e
Platoon/Section.

2
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(3) Administrative Control. Force Support Gp HQ.

c

c

',it ..

8.

9.

c. Additional Responsibilities for Commanding Force
TroQps

(1) By virtue of being the senior most Bangladeshi
Officer, Commander Force troops will exercise control
over all Force Troops on national matters in the
capacity of contingent commander.

(2) Similarly the officer will also exercise control
over Infantry Gp(RUTBAT) on national matters like
disposing of discipline cases by virtue of authority
vested on him by Army Headquarters.

staffing and 6gcommodation

a. Staffing. This can be done by pUlling bare essential
staffs from Force Troops. The HQ may only have following
additional officers besides few clerical staffs:

(1) 1 X Maj/Capt for Ops Branch.

(2) 1 X Maj/Capt for Log Branch.

(3 ) 1 X Maj/Capt for Pers Branch.

(4) 1 X Maj/Capt for Medical section.

b. Transports . Can be pUlled out from Force
Troops/UNAMIR resources.

c. Qffice Eguipments. UNAMIR resources.

d. OfficI! AccolDlOdation. Camp Commandant, Force HQ,
should be able to house the new HQ inside Force HQ.

Advantages

a. The newly created intermediate HQ will be at par with
any Sector HQ.

b. The additional Col and 3 X Lt cols can be
justifiably/honourably employed and correctly utilized.

c. Force Commander can delegate his responsibility of
commanding the Force Troops through the new Force Troops
Commander.

d. The new HQ should be able to plan, supervise and
coordinate the work of all Force supporting elements.

e. Since all the force troops and newly proposed HQ are
from the same nationality, a better degree of COhesiveness,

3
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cooperation and team spirit can be achieved.

f. The newly proposed HQ will have a greater monitoring
and superv~s~ng role besides' usual command and
administrative role.

g. Force Commander will have an additional hand to take
care of Force Troops.

h. If the new HQ is colocated with Force HQ, better
coordination and liaison can be achieved.

c
10.

j. The creation of new HQ will allow the Infantry Gp to
function in its traditional/conventional manner under a Lt
Col as Commanding Officer.

Disadvantages

a. Traditionally such a HQ in between Force HQ and Force
Troops is not really required.

b. Force HQ staff will have to task the Force Troops
through the new HQ instated of tasking directly. This can
be overcome by allowing greater flexibility of Force Troops
to have liaison and coordination with corresponding
branches of Force HQ i.e. Ops Branch. Log Branch, Medical
Section etc. It means Force Troops will also have lateral
communication with Force HQ staffs on technical matters.

c

Clarification/Appraisals

11. The requirement and the spirit of establishing the subject
Force Troops HQ under the Force HQ should be raised during the
visit of Chief of Army Staff, Bangladesh Army. Similarly,
necessary coordination with CAO and UN, New York be also required
before final approval.

12. Status of the newly created HQ staff to be also sorted out
to avoid administrative/procedural complications since they are
presently the part of contingent.

Conclusion

13. To avoid command complicacies and allocation of duties for
an unusually top heavy Infantry Gp HQ(RUTBAT), the suggested
arrangement, if implemented will offer a better utilization of
a Col and 3 X Lt Cols who are considered to be surplus to present
requirement.

14. This arrangement should definitely
COhesiveness, cooperation and team effort
components are from the same nationality.

enhance more
since all the

4
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KIGALI SECTOR

ANHEX 'A'

Comd - Col
COO - Lt Col
CMPO - Lt Col
CLog 0 -.Lt Col

* Under Command DMZ Sector only for local Administration
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(draft)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

copy No. 1 of 1 copy
UNAMIR HQ KIGALI
5 February 1994.

OPO ON THE TWO PARTIES ARMED FORCES DISENGAGEMENT

References: A.
B.
C.

Arusha Peace Agreement.
security Council Resolution No. 872.
Rwanda Map 1: 50,000

Time zone used throughout the order: BRAVO

SITUATION

c
1.

2.

RGF

a. RGF organization and chain of command.
b. RGF tactical deployment.
c. RGF troops in barracks.
d. RGF rotation system.

RPF

a. RPF organization and chain of command.
b. RPF tactical deployment.
c. RPF troops in "barracks".
d. RPF rotation system.

3. UNAMIR

a. UNAMIR organization and chain of command.
b. UNAMIR deployment.
c. UNAMIR rotation plan.

4. COMMANDER'S EVALUATION

MISSION

5. UNAMIR shall assist and supervise the disengagement of
54,000 soldiers of the two parties from their present
defensive positions to Assembly points.

dEcuTION

6. Concept of operations

a. Phase two of UNAMIR.
b. Phase three of UNAMIR.

UN RESTRICTED
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7. General Outline Disengagement will be carried out as follows:

a. Issue warning orders
b. Marking of mine fields
c. Movement of supporting arms to cantonment points.
d. Movement of administrative working group to assembly

points.
e. Movement of main body to assembly points.

8. A. COY

(1)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

B. coy

C. COy

D. COy

c

9.

10.

11.

a.
b.

Grouping
Tasks

Mark mine fields within the area of responsibility.
Establish check points.
Establish Coy meeting point.
start disengagement at ------ hours.
Detach supporting weapons from your location at ---
hours.
Report to Bn meeting point at ----- hours.

12. Bn HQ and HO COY

13. UNAMIR FORCES

a . DMZ Sector
(1) Grouping
(2) Tasks

b. KIGALI Sector
(1) Grouping
(2) Tasks

c. MILOB HQ
(1) Grouping
(2) Tasks

d. UNAMIR Reserve
(1) Grouping
(2) Tasks

e. Patrol Task Table

Sel No Type of FROM LOC Time in Time out
ptl
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f. Observation Post

Sel No Str Loc From Time for Remarks
occupation

14. COORDINATION INSTRUCTIONS

a. Timing of Disengagement:

(1)
(2)
(3 )

C
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

Issue warning orders. ---- hours.
Marking mine fields with effect from --- to---hours.
Movement of supporting arms from defensive location to
Bn embussing point at ----- hours.
Movement of supporting arms from embussing point to
cantonment point at ----- hours.
Movement of administrative group to assembly point at
----- hours.
Commence disengagement of the main body at ---- hours.
Time to reach Bn meeting point at ----- hours.
Movement of first group to assembly point at
hours.
Movement of second group to assembly point at
hours (if required).
Clear coord. line at ---- hours.

c

b. Axis of Disengagement

c. Routes of Disengagement

Serial Units Route Remarks
No.

I. A. COY

2. B. COY

3. C. COY

4. D. COy

5. Bn HQ

6. HQ COy

7. HEAVY WEAPONS
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d. Control areas

CONTROL A B C D Bn HQ HEAVY
AREA COY COY COY COY HQ COY WEAPONS

CHECK
POINT (CP)

MEETING
POINT (RV)

EMBUSSING
AREA

c e.

f.

Coord. Line

Location of coorginating centres of RGF, RPF, UNAMIR, ACHC,
CCNG

(1) Location.
(2) Communications.
(3) Tasks:

(a) Establish coord. centres by ---- hours.
(b) Keep contact with RGF, RPF T UNMOS working on the

field.
(c) Monitor all problems ...•

c

SERVICE SUPPORT

15. see Annexes

COMMAND AND SIGNAL

16. Chains of command.

17. Location of coordinating centres.

18. See Communications Annex.
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19. Code Words

Serial

20. Nickname

Code Word Meaning Issued by

Acknowledgement Instruction:

Authentication:

Signature of Commander
(Name)

(Rank/Grade)

c

Annexes:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Information Annex.
Communications Annex.
Logistics Annex.
Movement orders.
Engineer Annex
AIR OPS Annex.

PISTRIBUTION Copy No
Including Annexes
(A/B/C/D,E/F)

Annex (y)
Copy No.

Annex (z)
Copy No.

c
drafted by Major Matiur

GUIDELINE ON THE DISENGAGEMENT PROCESS

INTRODUCtION

1. Disengagement process starts just after the date on which the
Broad Based Transitional Government (BBTG) is installed in Kigali and
followed by the demobilization process. As per Arusha Peace Agreement
dated 4 August 1993, UNAMIR personnel will be fully committed during
this period.

2. The aim of this paper is to provide necessary instructions, modus
operandi and other administrative arrangements for Disengagement
process.

SCOPE
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GUIDELINE ON TUE DISENGAGEMENT PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

1. Disengagement process starts just after the date on which
the Broad Based Transitional Government (BBTG) is installed in
Kigali and followed by the demobilization process. As per Arusha
Peace Agreement dated 4 August 1993, UNAMIR personnel will be
fUlly committed during this period.

2. The aim of this paper is to provide necessary instructions,
modus operandi and other administrative arrangements for
Disengagement process.

SCOPE

3. This paper describes the tasks, responsibilities of
concerned people and sequence of actions to be followed during
disengagement process.

GENERAL INFORMATION

4. DISENGAGEMENT Just after the installation of the BBTG, the
preparation of the disengagement process starts. With this
process, both parties leave their present defensive locations and
move to assembly points. A total of 28 assembly points will be
selected to execute the disengagement process.

5. DEMOBILIZATION. A total of 35,000 personnel will be
demobilized in phases after two months of training in their

~ Assembly points.

DISENGAGEMENT PROCESS

6. ORDER FOR DISENGAGEMENT. After the installation of the
BBTG, the National Army High Command Council will issue necessary
orders in consultation with UNAMIR FC.

7. PREPARATION FOR DISENGAGEMENT. Working Group of JMC on
Operations will sit with both parties and prepare modus operandi
of disengagement. During that meeting, details of operations
order should be prepared by both parties separately.

8. SEQUENCE OF ACTIONS.

a. option 1
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(1) Issue warning order.
(2) Marking of mine fields.
(3) Movement of supporting arms to cantonment points.
(4) Movement of administrative group to assembly

points.
(5) Movement of main body to assembly points.

b. Option 2.

(1) Issue warning order.
(2) Movement of 10%, including administrative groups

- first day of disengagement.
(3) Movement of 30% - third day.
(4) Movement of 30% - fifth day.
(5) Movement of 30% - seventh day.

c. Option 3

(1) Issue warning order.
(2) Movement of administrative group to assembly

points.
(3) Movement of non essentials to assembly points.
(4) Movement of main body to assembly points.
(5) Movement of supporting weapons from assembly

points to cantonment point.

9. DIAGRAM OF DISENGAGEMEHT PROCESS

The Diagram of Disengagement Process is attached to this
document as Annex A.

10. CONTROL MEASURES

The following control measures must be ensured during the
disengagement process.

a. Checkpoint. It is an easily recognizable place where
routes from Units/sub-units converge and through which
uni ts/sub-units must move on their way to the meeting
point. Here troops will not halt but the commander will be
required to report after the whole of his unit/sub-unit has
passed through.

b. Meeting points. This point will be selected 300/400
yards back of the defended locality. Every unit/sub-unit
will assembly there. The commander of the unit/sub-unit
will count their men, then give an OK report to UNMOs
present.

UN RESTRICTED
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c. Embussing point. Normally one embussing point will be
established for one battalion and it may be located at the
bn. meeting point or behind any suitable place. While
selecting embussing point it must be ensured that enough
space is available for the vehicles to turn about. In case
companies are spread out, may have to establish more than
one embussing point for a battalion.

11. TIME SCHEDULE FOR DISENGAGEMENT.

The time schedule for the disengagement process is attached
to this paper as Annex - B. For the smooth functioning of this
process, an early warning order should be given to both parties
so that each party gets enough time for marking existing mine
fields, filling up trenches and can take preparation for theirC backward move.

12. DISENGAGING UNITISUB-UNIT COMHAHDER MUST KNOW:

For a smooth and organized disengagement, a commander must
know the following:

Where he has to go.

A warning against leaving anything behind.

A warning against rumours.

Route to bn embussing point.

Route to bn meeting point.

The time when he will begin thin out.

The time by which he will have to leave present
location.

Time by which he has to report to bn meeting point.

Information regarding security arrangements made for
disengaging soldiers by UNAMIR, otherwise he will
remain in panic till the completion of the process.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

C g.

h.

j.

13. COMPOSITION OF ADMINISTRATIVE WORKING GROUP

Administrative working group should be earmarked before the
beginning of the process. Those persons should be sent ahead to
main body to their respective assembly points. Necessary
briefing should be given to them regarding their job in the
assembly points. They are responsible for:

UN RESTRICTED
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a. Allotment of accommodation.

b. Security plan for the assembly point.

c. Arrangement for water.

d. Establishment of cookhouse and latrines.

e. Provide arrangement for kote/magazine.

f. Place for dumping non essential goods.

g. Responsible for all stores.

h. This group should be always under an officer of
RGF/RPF.

RESPONSIBILITIES.

14. UNMOs are mainly responsible to provide security to the
disengaging forces. Their tasks will be as follows:

a. Brief commander on ground on what is the requirement
of UNAMIR and get their strengths of troops.

b. Pass back all information regarding progress,
development, problems if any to higher HQ.

c. Accompany the disengaging forces.

d. Ensure mine fields are marked and trenches are filled
up.

e. Ensure escort while moving from embussing points to
assembly/cantonment points.

f. Always try to keep a RGF/RPF wireless set during the
process.

g. Check back if all troops have arrived in battalion
meeting points/RV.

h. Keep contact with UNMOs who are responsible for the
disengagement of counterpart.

j. Ensure both parties start disengagement process
simultaneously.

15. UNAMIR ESCORT PARTY.

These parties will be tasked to provide security during

UN R.ESTR.ICTED
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movement of troops to cantonment points and assembly points.
Their tasks are as follows:

a. Should not allow anyone to get down from the vehicle
when at halt in between embussing and Assembly points.

b. Escort the whole convoy by two vehicles, one in front
and the other at the back, hosting UN Flag.

c. Keep contact with present UNMOs representative.

d. Maintain convoy speed.

e. Keep your eyes and ears open to such abnormality if
anything noticed, inform UNMOs present.

ASSEMBLY POINTS

16. COMMAND OF THE ASSEMBLY POINTS

Each Assembly point shall be under a Military Commander
appointed by the party concerned. The Military Commander shall
be answerable to the Command to which he is accountable and to
the Army Command High council. The Military commander shall
liaise the Command to which he is accountable and the UNAMIR
Forces.

17 • SECURITY OF THE ASSEMBLY POINTS

The security of the Assembly points shall be jointly ensured
by the contingents amounting to 10% of the total strength of
those points and whose minimal size should be one hundred and
twenty (120) men, and by members of the UNAMIR Forces. The
personnel of those contingents shall carry individual weapons
only, and shall restrict their movements within the Assembly
points. Additional security measures to be taken in each
Assembly point shall be decided by mutual agreement between the
Commander of the Assembly point and the UNAMIR Force.

1 S • GUARD OF ARMS« AMMUNITION AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT IN THE
ASSEMBLY POINTS

Once the troops arrive in the Assembly points, each party
shall undertake identification of its troops and make an
inventory of armaments and ammunition. The ACHC and UNAMIR Force
shall cross-check the inventory of arms and ammunition as well
as the identification of servicemen. No one will be allowed to
bring their personal weapons from magazines located in their
Assembly area except on duty or training. Programmes for such
training should be forwarded to ACHC and UNAMIR HQ.

UN RESTRICTED
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CANTONHENT POINTS

19. A total of 2 Cantonment points each one will selected for
the two parties.

20. DEFINITION OF HEAVY WEAPONS

All weapons shall be considered as heavy weapons except
pistols, UZZI sub-machine guns, sub-machine guns, rifles, light
machine-guns (6.25 mm), medium machine-guns (7.62 mm) and
general-purpose machine guns (7.62 rom). Armoured vehicles such
as personnel carriers, tanks, etc. helicopters and other military
aircrafts belong to the category of heavy weapons.

C 21 • SECURITY OF CANTONMENT POINTS

One platoon each will be detailed by UNAMIR for the
protection of the cantonment point. Some members of the
respective parties shall, however, be authorized by the UNAMIR
to visit Cantonment points for the purpose of servicing the heavy
weapons. It is suggested to keep liaison officers in each
Cantonment point from concerned party.

22. SYSTEM OF COLLECTION OF HEAVY WEAPONS

Persons responsible for this purpose must request senior
most present with the troops for detail planning cleaning of
heavy weapons. After cleaning, it is better to go for long term
preservation which will reduce the handling of heavy weapons for
maintenance. UNAMIR representative will prepare 5 received
vouchers for each heavy weapons. Distribution of those copies
as under:

C a. One copy will remain with the store-keeper.

b. One copy to the individual depositing the weapon.

c. One copy to Army High Command Council.

d. One copy to operational Branch, UNAMIR HQ.

e. One copy to Plans Section, UNAMIR HQ.

UN RESTR.ICTED
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DIAGRAM OF DISENGAGEMENT PROCESS

SEC SEC SEC

'C

PL MEETING POINT

COY MEETING POINT

BN MEETING POINT

AP

ASSEMBLY POINT

CP

CANTONMENT POINT
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ANNEX B.

TIME SCHEDULE FOR DISENGAGEMENT

(M - 5 ) - Issue warning order.

(M - 4 to M - 3) - Marking existing mine fields.

(M -2 to M -1) Preparation for disengagement

Move of administrative group to assembly
point.c

0700 hours -

0800 hours -

Move of supporting/heavy
embussing points.

weapons to

0900 hours -

0930 hours -

Forward section/platoon starts
movement (must leave forward
locality within 15 minutes)

Meeting in coy meeting point/RV.

rearward
defensive

NOTE:

0945 hours -

1030 hours -

1100 hours -

start from coy meeting point to Bn meeting
point.

Move from Bn meeting point to Bn embussing
point.

Move from embussing point to respective
assembly points.

1. M - Day: The day the disengagement starts.

2. It is a suggested time schedule.
Working Group meeting.

May change after JMC

UN RESTRICTED
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(draft)

Copy No. 1 of 1 copy
UNAMIR HQ KIGALI
5 February 1994.

OPO ON THE TWO PARTIES ARMED FORCES DISENGAGEMENT

References: A.
B.
C.

Arusha Peace Agreement.
Security council Resolution No. 872.
Rwanda Map 1: 50,000

c

Time zone used throughout the order: BRAVO

SITUATION

1.

a. RGF organization and chain of command.
b. RGF tactical deploYment.
c. RGF troops in barracks.
d. RGF rotation system.

2. RPF

a. RPF organization and chain of command.
b. RPF tactical deploYment.
c. RPF troops in "barracks".
d. RPF rotation system.

3. UNAHIR

c
4.

a. UNAMIR organization and chain of command.
b. UNAMIR deployment.
c. UNAMIR rotation plan.

COHMAlfDER'S EVALUATION

MISSION

5. UNAMIR shall assist and supervise the disengagement of
54 1000 soldiers of the two parties from their present
defensive positions to Assembly Points.

EXECUTION

6. Concept of Operations

a. Phase two of UNAMIR.
b. Phase three of UNAMIR.

UN RESTRICTED
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7. General Outline Disengagement will be carried out as follows:

a. Issue warning orders
b. Marking of mine fields
c. Movement of supporting arms to cantonment points.
d. Movement of administrative working group to assembly

points.
e. Movement of main body to assembly points.

8. A. COY

a. Grouping
b. Tasks

(1)
(2)
(3)

C
(4)
(5)

(6)

9. B. COY

10. C. COY

Mark mine fields within the area of responsibility.
Establish check points.
Establish Coy meeting point.
start disengagement at ------ hours.
Detach supporting weapons from your location at ---
hours.
Report to Bn meeting point at ----- hours.

11. D. COY

12. En HQ and HQ COY

13. COORDINATION INSTRUCTIONS

a. Timing of Disengagement:

(1)
(2)

C
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

Issue warning orders. ---- hours.
Marking mine fields with effect from --- to---hours.
Movement of supporting arms from defensive location to
Bn embussing point at ----- hours.
Movement of supporting arms from embussing point to
cantonment point at ----- hours.
Movement of administrative group to assembly point at
----- hours.
Commence disengagement of the main body at ---- hours.
Time to reach Bn meeting point at ----- hours.
Movement of first group to assembly point at
hours.
Movement of second group to assembly point at
hours (if required).
Clear coord. line at ---- hours.

b. Axis of Disengagement

UN RESTRICTED
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Serial Units Route Remarks
No.

1 . A. COY

• 2. B. COY

C. COY

4. D. COY

5. Bn HQ

6. HQ COY

7. HEAVY WEAPONS

d. Control areas

CONTROL A B C D Bn HQ HEAVY
AREA COY COY COY COY HQ COY WEAPONS

CHECK
POINT (CP)

MEETING
POINT (RV)

EMBUSSING
AREA

e. Coord. Lj.n§

f. Locat1QD of coordinating centrea Q;f RGF, ReF« WAHlE, a.cUC,
c.c.mi

(1) Location.
(2) communications.
(3) Tasks:

(a) Establish coord. centres by ---- hours.
eb) Keep contact with RGF, RPF, UNMOS working on the

field.
Cc) Monitor all problems••••
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SERYICE SUPPORT

14 • see Annexes

COMMAND AND SIGNAL

15. Chains of command.

16. Location of coordinating centres.

17. See Communications Annex.

18. Code Words

19. Nickname

H@anj,ng

Acknowledgement InstrY9tj,20:

Authenticatign:

Signature of Commander
(Name)

(Rank/Grade)

A. Information Annex.
B. Communications Annex.
c. Logistics Annex.
D. Movement orders.
E. Engineer Annex
F. AIR OPS Annex.

DISTRIBUTION CQPY HQ
Including Annexes
(AtBtC,D,E,F)

MD@X(Y)
Copy No.

AnnQ¥ Cz)
Copy No.
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1. Disengagement process starts just after the date on which
the Broad Based Transitional Government (BBTG) is installed in
Kigali and followed by the demobilization process. As per Arusha
Peace Agreement dated 4 August 1993, UNAMIR personnel will be
highly committed during this period.

2. The aim of this paper' is to provide necessary instructions,
modus operandi and other administrative arrangements of
Disengagement process.

3. This paper describes the tasks, responsibilities of
concerned people and sequence of actions to be followed during
disengagement process.

4. DISEljGAGEHBlft Just after the installation of the BBTG,
disengagement process starts. With this process, both parties
leave their present defensive locations and move to assembly
points. Total 22 assembly points were selected to help
disengagement process.

5. DEHQIULIZATION. By this process, some unwanted soldiers
from both parties will join to own job training. In this
process, total 35,000 personnel will be demobilized.

6. ORDER FOR QXSBJjGAGmtmfT. After the installation of the
BBTG, the National Army High Command Council will pass such order
in consultation with UHAMIR FC.

7. 5{EPABATIQH FOR DISEHGAGEHBUT. Working Group of JMC on
Operations will sit with both parties and prepare modus operandi
of disengagement. During that meeting, details of operations
order should be prepared by both parties separately.

8. SEQUENCE QF ActION~ ..

a. 0Pt1Qn 1

(1) Issue warning order ..
(2) Marking of mine fields.
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(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Filling up existing trenches.
Movement of supporting arms to cantonment points.
Movement of administrative group to assembly
points.
Movement of main body to assembly points ..

b.. Option 2.

c c ..

(1) Issue warning order.
(2) Filling up trenches.
(3) Movement of 10%, including administrative groups

- first day of disengagement.
(4) Movement of 30% - third day.
(5) Movement of 30% - fifth day.
(6) Movement of 30% - seventh day.

9»t1on J

(l)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(S)
(6)

Issue warning order.
Filling up trenches.
Movement of administrative group to assembly
points ..
Movement of non essentials to assembly points ..
Movement of main body to assembly points.
Movement of supporting weapons from assembly
points to cantonment point.

c

The Diagram of Disengagement Process is attached to this
document as Annex A..

ro . RBSIlQII3:tDXLIT1BS Of UlQIOs ..

UNMOs are mainly responsible to provide security to the
disenqaging forces. Their tasks will be as follows:

a. Brief commander on ground on what is the reqUirement
of UNAMIR and get their strengths of troops.

b. Pass back all information regarding progress,
development, problems if any to higher HQ.

c. Accompany the disengaging forces.

d. Ensure mine fields are marked and trenches are filled
up.

e. Ensure escort while moving from embussing points to
assembly/cantonment points.

f. Always try to keep a RGF/RPF wireless set during the
process.
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g. Check back if all troops have arrived in battalion
meeting pointsfRv.

h. Keep contact with UNMOs who are responsible for the
disengagement of counterpart.

j. Ensure both parties start disengagement process
simultaneously.

11. UJfAIUR ESCORT PARTY.

These parties will be tasked to provide security of movement
of troops to cantonment points and assembly points. Their tasks
are as follows:

a. Should not allow anyone to get down from the vehicle
when at halt.

b. Escort the whole convoy by two vehicles, one in front
and the other in the back, hosting UN Flag.

c. Keep contact with present UNMOs representative.

d. Maintain convoy speed.

e. Keep your eyes and ears open to such abnormality if
anything noticed, inform UNMOs present.

12. ARlWfGEIIEHT OF TlWISPQRTATIOHLlOOD

Detailed transportation plan and food arrangement will be
given later on considering the vehicle and manpower state held
by both parties.

13. COJIPOSITIOB OF ADJQ:RISTBATIVI WORKIMG GROUP

Administrative working group shoUld be earmarked before the
beginning of the process. Those persons should be sent ahead to
main body to their respective assembly points. Necessary
briefing should be given to them regarding their job in the
assembly points. They are responsible for:

a. Allotment of accommodation.

b. Security plan for the assembly point.

c. Arrangement of water.

d. Establishment of cookhouse and latrines.

e. Provide arrangement of kote/magazine.

f. Place for dumping non essential goods.
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g. Responsible for all stores.

h. This group should be always under an officer of
RGF/RPF.

14. coNTROL MEASURES

The following control measures must be ensured during the
disengagement process.

a. Cbftgkpoint. It is an easily recognizable place where
routes from Units/sub-units converge and through which
units/sub-units must move on their way to the meeting
point. Here troops will not halt but the commander will be
required to report after the whole of his unit/sub-unit has
passed through.

b. Meeting points. This point will be selected 300/400
yards back of the defended locality. Every unit/sub-unit
will assembly there. The commander of the unit/sub-unit
will count their men, then give an OK report to UNMOs
present.

c. RJphy§§jng point. Normally one embussing point will be
established for one battalion and it may be located at the
bn , meeting point or behind any suitable place. While
selecting embussing point it must be ensured that enough
space is available for the vehicles to turn about. In case
companies are spread out, may have to establish more than
one embussing point for a battalion.

15. DISElfGAQIHG UBI'l'/SUB-UBIT COlIMldft)BR MUST 1.IfOW:

For a smooth and organized disengagement, a commander must
know the following:

a. Where he has to go.

b. The time when he will begin thin out.

c. The time by which he will have to leave present
location.

d. Route to bn meeting point.

e. Route to bn embussing point.

f. Time by which he has to report to bn meeting point.

g. A warning against rumours.

h. A warning against leaving anything behind.

j. Information regarding security arrangements made for
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disengaging soldiers by UHAHIR, otherwise you will
remain in panic til the completion of the process.

16. Tnm SCHBDURB FOR DISBHGAGDmII'l'.

The time schedule for the disengagement process is attached
to this SOP as Annex - B. For the smooth functioning of this
process, an early warning order should be given to both parties
so that each party gets enough time for marking existing mine
fields, filling up trenches and can take preparation for their
backward move.

17 • PROTBC'1'IQIf OF ASSEMBLY POllfl'S

Concerned commander and present UNMOs will jointly find out
the protection arrangement of assembly point. But it is
suggested to keep main post.

18. PROVISION OF KQTES AND MGAlIDS

For arms and ammunition such stores should be earmarked.
Restriction must be imposed for unnecessary handling of
arms/ammunition except on duty. But due care should be give for
maintainance.

19. I,RAD POLICY

No leave will be given to individuals from assembly points
but due consideration will be given on humanitarian grounds.

20. CAIJf1'OIIJIEJI PQIJrl'S

Total 2 Cantonment Points each one selected for the two
parties.. Dumping of heavy weapons should be done in these
points.

21 • SECURl:TY Of CAIJf1'OIIJIEJI POIJrl'S

One platoon each will be detailed by UNAMIR for the
protection of the contonment point ..

22. syS'!'EII Of COI,T,ECTIOH OF BEAVY JIEAPOBS

Persons responsible for this purpose must request senior
most present with the troops for detail planning cleaning of
heavy weapons. After cleaning, it is better to go for long term
preservation which will reduce the handling of heavy weapons for
maintainance.. UNAMIR representative wi 11 prepare 5 received
vouchers for each heavy weapons. Distribution of those copies
as under:

a. One copy will remain with the store-keeper.

b. One copy to the individual depositing the weapon.
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c. One copy to Army High Command Counci1.

d. One copy to Operational Branch, UNAMIR HQ.

e. One copy to Plans section, UNAMIR HQ.
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DIAGRAII OF DISDGAGEIIEIIT PROCESS

lh

SEC SEC SEC

c

PL MEETING POINT

COY MEETING POINT

BN MEETING POINT

AP

ASSEMBLY POINT

CP

CANTONMENT POINT
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AJDIEX B.

(M - 5) - Issue warning order.

(M - 5 to M - 3) - Marking existing mine fields.

(M -2 to M) Filling up trenches (from depth coy filling
up should start)

to0600 hours -

0615 hours -

Move of supporting/beavy weapons
embussing points.

Have of administrative group to assembly
point.

0700 hours - Forward section/platoon starts rearward
movement (must leave forward defensive
locality within 15 minutes)

0720 hours - Meeting in coy meeting point/RV.

0730 hours - Start from coy meeting point to Bn meeting
point.

0800 hours - Move from Bn meeting point to Bn embussing
point.

0900 hours - Move from embussing point to respective
assembly points.

C BQ'lBi

1. M - Day : The day the disengagement starts.

2. It is a suggested time schedule. May change after JMC
Working Group meeting.
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UNITED NATIONS ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA (UHAMIR)

THE JOINT MILITARY COMMISSION

MINUTES OF 1'HE HEftING OF THE WORKING QH OPEBATIQNS
OF 7 fEBRUARY 1994 ON ASSEMBLY POINTS

.. "t--.

RGF:

c

Lt. Col KANYANDEKWE
Maj. Ir MUNYARUGURU
Maj. MUGARAGU
Maj. Gd. NDEREYIMANA

RPF: Col. MUHIRE
Col KAYUMBA
Lt. Col. KABAREEBE James
Lt. Col. CEASER
Lt. Col. RWIGAMBA

UNAMIR: Lt. Col. VAN PUT, Chairman of the Meeting
Maj. HATIUR.

c

1. The working document of this meeting was the same as the
one of the Joint Military commission meeting of 2 February
1994, dated 24 January 1994 concerning the choice of
Assembly points, cantonment points, demarcation of a new
DMZ I the choice of Integrated Training Centres and the
establishment of a reconnaissance plan. Since there were
no agreement of the sUbject, UNAMIR formulated new
proposals contained in its letter dated 3 February 1994.

DISCUSSIONS

2. In his opening remarks, UNAMIR Chief of Plans explained
that there were several ways of addressing the problem. It
was possible to examine which assembly points did not cause
any disagreement and then start their reconnaissance. It
was also possible for both parties to present new
proposals. Finally, the problem could be studied through
another point of view, for instance by starting with the
choice of Integrated Training Centres.

3. RGF preferred to go through the working document of the
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THE JOINT MILITARY COMMISSION
WORKING GROUP ON OPERATIONS

During the discussion, both parties agreed on the principle
that the choice of assembly and cantonment points located
in the assembly area of one party was not the concern of
the other and should not be presented to the other party
for discussion. This choice would be discussed between the
concerned party and UNAMIR.

r'. ~

4. Three of the four RGF delegates had not previously
participated to a meeting concerning assembly points. They
were not conversant with what had been discussed during the
JMC meeting of 2 February 94. One of them argued that he
had not been delegated to discuss assembly points. So it
became necessary to explain what had been .said during the
JMC meeting, especially concerning the disengagement
process.

5. RGF was strongly against what they call a withdrawal,
arguing that RPF would be gaining additional terrain if
UNAMIR proposals were accepted. They also rejected the
argument that RPF zone was too small to accommodate a
sufficient number of assembly points since the Arusha Peace
Agreement does not indicate the minimum space that should
be kept between those points.

6. RPF recalled that the demarcation of assembly zones and
points was UNAMIR responsibility, in collaboration with
each party in its assembly zone. They also stated that the
assembly zones were not necessarily to correspond to the
borders of the current DMZ.

7. RGF Head of Delegation regretted that UNAMIR proposals did
not take into account RGF comments, para J and UNAMIR
representative reminded him that it had already been agreed
to discuss the details separately.

8. RPF requested that RGF respect the provisions of Articles
56 and 57 of the Arusha Protocol of Agreement on the
Integration of the Armed Forces of the two Parties. As
long as UNAMIR proposals are commensurate with those
artiCles, RGF have no right to reject them.

9. Finally, RPF stated that they fully endorsed UNAMIR
proposals.

10. RGF regretted that UNAMIR had ignored the proposal
submi,tted by the Army Staff and sent to the Ministry of
Defence on 31 December 1993. UNAMIR stated such a document
had never been submitted to its HQ. RGF delegate indicated
that he would do whatever possible to provide UNAMIR with

UN RESTRICTED
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I THE JOINT MILITARY COMMISSION
WORKING GROUP ON OPERATIONS

a copy of said document as soon as possible.

11. RPF representatives stated that the issue was adequately
resolved for them and that they were awaiting the reactions
of the other party. The meeting was ended at 14:30 hours.

DECISIONS

12. It was decided that:

a. UNAMIR and RGF would meet 10 February 1994 at 10:00 0'
clock, with the participation of the G3 of the Army.

MATIUR
Major

Operations Officer

The outputs of the work of the Working Group will be
submitted to the JMC on 16 February 1994.

b.

-~~-:7~
~:--~;/~UT

Lt. Col
Chairman of the Working Group

c
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SECURE CORRIDOR GATUNA-BYUMBA

1. Introduction. with the activities and progress of UNAMIR
ops aimed for phase-I of Mission's objective! there is a need to
secure GATUNA-BYUMBA corridor for the passage of the following:

a. UNAMIR personnel.

b. UN Agencies involved in the peace process.

c. Diplomats and embassy officials involved in the peace
process.

d. UNAMIR officials visitors including journalists.

c e. UN convoys/Humanitarian Convoys.

c

f. Commercial traffic(Non UN related).

2. Aim. To op'n the GATUNA-BYUMBA corridor through RPF! OMZ and
RGF controlled areas to all traffic.

3. Meaning of Secure Corridor. The concept of a secure
corridor should respond to the following definitions:

a. UNAMIR personnel or UNAMIR visitors travelling
throughout Rwanda have free access at any time by day or
night! provided they have:

(1) UN 10 card.

(2) Is travelling in a "UNu marked vehicle.

(3) Has UN flag on the vehicle.

b. UN Agency personnel should have freedom to travel
during day hours without any UNAMIR escort provided;

(1) They have UN ID card.

(2) Is travelling on "UN"
pasted/engraved/painted on
visible from outside.

marked or UN insignia
the vehicle which is

c. Diplomats/Embassy personnel should be able to travel
during day hours without UNAMIR escorts.

1
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d. UNAMIR convoys/Humanitarian convoys should be able to
travel during day time provided :

(1) UNAMIR convoys are all "UN" marked vehicles or
the escort vehicle is "UNn marked.

(2) Drivers have UN ID cards.

(3) Convoys have UN flag.

(4) Humanitarian convoys has UN flag and is escorted
by UN Agency vehicle with proper UN identity.

e. Commercial traffic to have passage once we have the
road section in RPF zone and the bridge between Rwanda
Uganda border repaired and able to handle two way traffic
securely.

Forces Present in the Corridor

a. UNAMIR forces.

(1) UNAMIR has advance party of BYUBAT and Force Engr
Coy along this axis. Over the next month the main body
of BYUBAT is expected in the DMZ.

(2) UNAMIR UNMOs occasionally patrol this road now.
with the increase of more UNMO teams in DMZ and RPF
Sector, more patrols activity will start.

(3) UNAMIR has approximately one platoon of troops in
NGONDORE (Joint meeting site).

b. Forces/Matters that must be reviewed before the
Establishment of Safe Corridor.

( 1 ) . Has 3 to 4 check points on road KIGALI
KATUNA upto BYUMBA. Each check point has half a
section to one section of armed troops but no vehicle
with them. They speak French and local language.

(2) . Has 2 check points on road KIGALI-KATUNA on
BYUMBA-KATUNA portion of the road. In each check point
they have approx half a section to one section of
armed troops and no vehicles with them. They speak
English and local language.

(3) Checking System.
operating procedure.

As per existing standing

(4) Engineer Works. To make the corridor safe and
operational for all purposes the Force Engr Coy must

2
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undertake the following on priority basis:

(a) Engineer recce of the existing rd, bridges,
cuI verts and possible mined areas enroute and
make assessment/estimate of required engr tasks.

(b) The es~imate should lay priority of works,
requirementdstoresjmaterials and troops to task
requirement with time frame.

(c) As a priority the requirement of repair of
GATUNA bridge comes first.

5. Recommendations

c
a.

b.

(1) Continue with the present status of deployment of
forces of both RGF and RPF on the road.

(2) Give in writing to RGF and RPF that IIUN u marked,
UN flag hoisted vehicles and passengers wearing
uniform with UN head gear should not be stopped at
check points.

(3) Give in writing to UNAMIR military component
that they should slow down their vehicle and waive
their hands as a gesture of friendliness while passing
through check points. At night they should stop at
check points and give their identity.

(4) UN Agency vehicles and humanitarian aid convoys
with UN insignia be allowed to pass through after
checking. No UNAMIR escorts be given.

(5) Diplomatic corps members cleared by HQ UNAMIR as
required with a proper format/pass.

Option 2

(1) Request RGF and RPF to withdraw all their
checkpoints along the corridor.

(2) UNAMIR to establish checkpoints at following
places:

(a) NGONDORE.

(b) MULINDI.

(c) GR 115201 at Cross Road.

3
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(3) UNAMIR ensures patrolling of the corridor to
facilitate movement of all traffic.

(4) No escorts of UNAMIR be provided to anyone who
wants to go upto MULINDI or GATUNA even for move of
RGF/RPF pers/VIPs.

(5) Force HQ/Kigali/DMZ Sector HQ will however be
required to be informed about all move.

c. Option 3

(1) Agencies mentioned in Option-1 may have passage
upto end of phase 1 of UNAMIR operation except
commercial traffic.

(2) Commercial traffic may be allowed passage once
UNAMIR establishes checkpoints along the corridor.

d. Recolllmendations

(1) options. Considering overall operational
situation the corridor may be secured in 2 phases:

(a) Phase 1. option 1 by 20 February 1994.

(b) Phase 2. Option 3 by 15 March 1994.

(2) Considerations. The recommended option is based
mainly on following considerations:

(a) To have control of the corridor by UNAMIR
personnel.

(b) By having UNAMIR checkpoints the harassment
presently experienced will be eliminated.

(c) The corridor will be used as UNAMIR main
supply route(MSR).

(d) Will reduce the need of providing escorts to
RPF and other visitors.

(e) Will offer better scope for move of
commercial traffic without deliberate hindrance.

4
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1. Disen~agement process starts just after the date on which
the Broad Based Trans!tionalGovermaent (BB~) is installed in
Kigali and followed by the demobilization process. As per Arusha
Peace Agreement dated 4 August 1993, UNAHIR personnel will be
~y committed during this period.
!vJ\J
ADI

.2" The aim of this paper is to provi-de necessary instructions,
modus operandi and other administrative arrangements ¢ j-olvo Disengagement proc~ss..

g !*~""f')
SQOfI ~~{ "'i) ~ -H 0 ',' t

(J ! ';' Ou./\ I : ""'r(,
3. This -vpaper' describes tee 6••ks. :;upgM!~ilU:1e$-ofr;;( concerned pegpl-e &Ad. sequeaoe--of action. to be followed during

• diseng"'l""""'t-process. h~ \. \J"\ \ ""\~ ~, ~1 ~ 1><
GBBB6L DJlORIIMl~-- \

4. W~~ Just after the installation of theBBTG,
disenqaCJe~t process starts" With this process., both parties
leaye 1:h~r present defensive locations-@nd move to assembl..Y
points .. , !, 11 Total 22 assembly points ,,!~e selected to ,belp k
disenqageaent process~ . ~ ~ .. vp.'" Ia.cc'·' <, ..,,'?~ Xik.t2C~1f..~

I'",") ()

, '10" '5. DIMOi'lLIZM:lQii. By this process, some J;lnwanted SOldierS! I? ')
. \," from both parties will join to "*Il~ob traIning... · In this t.

process, t.otal 35,000 personnel will be aemobilized.e /
DIaBIIf'tAGlKIU PlP':B5S

6.. QRDBR. fOR tlISiNGAGWN'T.. After the installation of the
BBN" the National Army High Command Council will pass ~order~
in consultation with UNAKIR pc;! ,,.-:; ..IS$.....e ~et.(5<;4

7.. EREPABATIQJf lDB glSBIGAGBIIitfr.. Workinq Group of JHC on
Operations will sit with both parties and prepare modus operandi

o of disengagement. During that meeting, details of operations
c; orders~~ prepared by both parties separately.. ")

~

8 .. SfJQtIDCE Qf l&'rIQHa.

a.. gptlon 1.

(1) Issue warning order ..
(2} Harking of mine fields.



(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
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~

Filling UP~isting trenches.
Movement of supporting ar1ll5 to 'cantonment points.
lIovement of asinistrative group to asselllbly
points ..
Movement of main body to assembly points ..

b.

o

QRti'QD 3· tr~
(ll Issue warn~ order ..
(2) Fillinq up 'trenches.
( 3) Movement of lot r including administrative groups

- f irat day of disengagement.
( 4) Movement of 30t - third day ..
(.5) Movement of 30t - fifth day.
(6) Movement of 30t - seventh day.

c. ~QD 3

( 1) Issue warni ~r:der.
( 2) Fi llinq up~~e:Ches..
( 3) Movement of administrative group to assembly

points.
( 4) Movement of non essentials to assem):)!y points ..
( 5) Movement of: main body to assembly points.
(6) Movement of supportinq weapons from assembly

points to cantonment point ..

9. ~ Ql UJ:HIIiAG~~6
-,.,........_......_..._------ ..... ...--

~iaqram of Disenqaq;;ent-~ocess is attached to this
document as Annex A.

10. UllfOIIIJmLDlU Or UJIIOs. ~

CUmr~;;-'are--~ainIY re~ponsible to provide security to the
disenqa9ing forces. Their tasks will be as follows:

a. Brief commander on CJround on what is the requirement
of UNAMIR and get their strengths of troops.

b. Pass back all information regarding progress 1

development, problems if any to higher HO.

c. Accompany the disengaging forces.

\".10 ~Jd. Ensure mine fields are marked and trenches are filled
up. "'--""----'-

e. Ensure escort while movinq from embussing points to
assembly/cantonment points ...

f. Always try to keep a RGF/RPF wireless set during the
pro,oess. ~_,._~"~~. ~~.~__~---...,.-"
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9. Check back if all troops have arrived in battalion
meeting points/RV.

nO' Keep contact with UNHOs wbo are responsible for th-e
disengaqement of counterpart..

j.. Ensure both parties start disengagement process
simultaneously.

11. IBfAIaB ISCQRT p~r::;:::--=. ~J'n
C-These part.ies will be tasked to provide security ~vement

of troops t.o cantonment points and assembly points. Their tasks
are as follows:

a. Should not allow anyone to qet down from the vehicle
when at halt. t

(r' •
b. Escort th~ ;mole convoy by two veh1cles" one in front
and the other ¥1 the back, hosting UN' Flag ..

c.. Keep contact with present UNKOs representative.

d. Maintain convoy speed.

e. Keep your eyes and ears open to such abnormal i ty if
anything notioed l inform UNMOS present.

11.2.. ltBRA&JIIIIIT Of DAlSfOKDtiOJIlFOQD ~ ~.lUr~
Gt~iied -f:ranspOrtati-on-pran indf~.a:;r~nqement will be

given later on considering the Vehicle and manpower state held '"

by both parties. . .. -..Jj .r- ~~",I
/13. ~~~~T7~6

<:'Administrative working group should be earmarked before the
beginning of the process. Those per"'iiCiii's should be sent ahead to
main body to their respectiva assembly points.. Necessary
briefing should be g1ven to them reqarding their job in the
assembly points. They are responsible for~

a. Allotment of accommodation.

b.

c ..

d.

Security pla~or the assembly point.

Arrangement~'water.

Establishment of cookhouse and latrines.

e. Provide arrangement o~ kote/magazine ..

f. Place for dumping nonessential goods.
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Responsible for all stores.g.

V
QX:~ mI:rumDt:UJttZ COtIIMJiJ)BR .a'l DQII:
--.'"'_.-._--._._~-"_. ~".-_._,~-- ._,---_.~•.._. .

ci'or a smooTll'and-orqanized disengagement, a commander must
know the following:

15.

( ",v'\
\1
0- h. This group sh.o'Uld be always under an offieer of

,',(; ~ RGFjRPF..
v '-,

r- \i( 14.~ DA.WUS f;~
J!i. ~ ~orroWlilci--~~;Ol measures must be ensured durinq the

disenqaqement process",

~~. ~1Dt~ It is an easily recognizable place where
routes from Units/sUib-units converqeand throuqh which
un!ts/sub-unita must. move on their way to the meeting
point. Here troops will not halt but the c.oamander will be
required to report after the whole of his unit/sub-unit has
passed throuqh..

u,;---) Jl1UI:t.1. 'iota.. This point will be selected 300/400
yards back of the defended locality. Every unit/sub-unit
will assembly there. The commander of the unit/sub-unit
will count their men, then give an ox report to UNMOs
present.

c. 1SItbPMiaI~int.. Normally one embussing point will be
established for one battalion and it may be located at. the
00. meeting point or behind any suitable place. While
selecting embussing point it must be ensured that enough
space is available for the vehicles to turn about. In case
companies are spread out, may have to establish more than
one embussinq point for a battalion.

a. Where he has to go.

b. The time when he will begin thin out.

c. The time by which he will have to leave present
location.

d. Route to bn meeting point.

e. Route to bn embusslntJ point.

f. Time by which he has to report to bn meeting point.

g. A warning against rWlours ..

h. A warning 8qainst leaving anything behind.

j. Information regarding security arrangements made for
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,) '1 'Iii !''\.v' ';- cA+
;d () "'/) i Ae v o.uA;:;

disenqaqing soldiers by UNAMIR, 0 J.Be 1 o
reIllllin..a. panic til} the completion of the process. rfl"ialbt{'

JoJ

The time schedule for the disengagement process is attached
to this SOP as Annex - B.. For the smooth functioning of this
process, an early warning order should be given to both parties \d,tv"""
so that each party gets enough time for marking existinq mine ' ~
fields, filling up trenohes and can take preparation for their
backward move.

17.~~OJ!~ba:!IlIIBLI PO~l;'/
C Conoerned commander and p~4 utUlOs will jointly find out

/} the protection arrangement ~~~~embIY point. But it ise/ suggested to ~eep nmin post.

'--" '18.~=~~~~sshould be earmarked.

Restrictionp must be imposed for unnecessary handling of
armsjallmlUnition except on duty.. But due care should be givehfor
maintainance. . }

I~

1 g. liMB fOUex ~j

R 'No leave will be given to individuals from assembly points

,~. J" but due consideration will be given .ef1~qm'ttndl!l•. ; /'\\ . +-v (I n f"/\'J:J! (l''''-/'h:' (Jv)V)

20. CAII'lQ1UII1fJ: fQ~

~~;~tonmsnt Points each one selected for the two
part'ies" Dumping of heavy weapons shOUld be done in these
points.

21. ll8CIIB1'n OJ!~11$l~
~~~'Piatoon--eaC!r w111- t>e"detailed by UNAMIR for the

protection of the contonment pointb'

22. ~ or g;!1~lQll PI" UlAYI JIIA2OU~
(]?;;;Wmr-~s1ble~this purpO;e must request senior

most present with the troops for detail plaRJIliftC)' cleaning of
heavy weapons. After cleaning, it is better to go for long term
preservation which will redUce the handling of heavy weapons for
malntainance. ONAMIR representative will prepare 5 received
vouchers for each heavy weapons. oistribution of those copies
as under:

a. One copy will remain with the store-keeper.

b. One copy to the individual depositing the weapon.

t
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c. One copy to ArJay High Co1'l1lDand Council.

d. One copy to operational Branch, UNAMIR HQ ..

e. One copy to Plans section, UNAKIR BQ.
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AlHIBX B.

filling

Issue warning order.
o

\\f:l1.~

Marking eXi~ing mine f felds. /'

Filling Up(tr~ches (from depth coy
up should start)

(X - 5) -

(X - 5 to M - 3) 

eX -2 to X}

~ 0-600 hours 

~' . l}615 hours -

~\
~-\Q ozoo hours -

0720 hours -

0730 hours -

0800 hours -

0900 hours -

Move of support.ing/heavy weapons to
embussing points.

Xove of administrative group to assembly
point.

Forward section/platoon starts rearward
movement (must leave forward defensive
locality within 15 minutes)

Meeting in coy meeting point/RV.

Start from coy meeting point to Bn meeting
point.

Move from Bn meeting point to Bn embussing
point.

Move from embussing point to re.spective
assembly points.

1... M - Day : The day the disengagement starts.

2. It is a sU9gested time schedule.
Working Group meeting.

May change after JMC
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. 6u~lJoe ()17 r/}/1>~i11# !f,(;C'l2'YS .
QiSBlGAGIJIIIIT PRfX:ESSO

1. Disengagement process starts just after the date on which
the Broad Based Transitional Government (BBTG) is installed in
Kigali and followed by the demobilization process. As per Amsha
Peace Agreement dated 4 August 1993, UNAMIR personnel will be
highly committed during this period.

2. The aim of this paper is to provide necessary instructions,
modus operandi and other administrative arrangements of
Disengagement process.

scopE

3. This paper describes the tasks, responsibilities of
concerned people and sequence of actions to be followed during
disengagement process.

GfJIBRAL xmmJIATIOII ~g
4. QISENGAGEIIIN't Just after the installation of the BBTG, ~.
disengagement process starts. with this process, both parties ¢1.
leave their pres

1e
Il' . Q_eh!nsive locatiop~~ move to assembly '3 Al

points. ~ Total W1ltilembly points "~e selected. 1Po belli
di,s8Rqage me.st pi geS§,;_

5. DEHQBILIZATIOH. By t:his precess, scme tmWanted SOldiers1?
flmJl bQ.t.1l pell: ties will join to own job t:raihiftfJ. In =this P
=l~ personnel will be demobilized.

6. ORQlm FOB DJ;SmfGAGEHBN't. After the installation of the
BBTG, the National Army High command Council will pass such order
in consultation with UNAMIR FC.

7. fREfABA'tlON rOR DISENGAGEMENT... Working Group of JMC on
Operations will sit with both parties and prepare modus operandi
of disengagement. During that meeting, details of operations
order should be prepared by both parties separately.

8. SEQUENCE OF ACTIOHS.

a. QRtlQD 1

(1) Issue warning order.
(2) Marking of mine fields.
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(3)(, )

('t1
({)

--I),. ~
Pliling up existing LtenctmB. r~
Movement of supporting arms to cantonment points.
Movement of administrative group to assembly
points.
Movement of main body to assembly points.

b. Option a.

Option 3c c.

(1)
(2)
(i')

(3)

~~

Issue warning order.
Pillbig ap lrelldnm.
Hovement of 10%, including administrative groups
- first day of disengagement.
Movement of 30% - third day.
Movement of 30% - fifth day.
Movement of 30% - seventh day.

9.

(1) Issue warning order.
( 2) Filliftfj up creftsAes.
<V Movement of administrative group to assembly

points.
(1) Movement of non essentials to assembly points.
~ Movement of main body to assembly points.
( ~) Movement of supporting weapons from assembly

points to cantonment point.
~1ii OF.,tDI~G~p~ u, ~~1 r.-L i kh.. t~-.

~

""

The Diagram of Disengagement Process is attached to this
document as Annex A.

10. BB8POJJSXBXLn'X1S or UJUI)s.

UNMOs are mainly responsible to provide security to the
disengaging forces. Their tasks will be as follows:

a. Brief commander on ground on what is the requirement
of UNAMIR and get their strengths of troops.

b. Pass back all information regarding progress,
development, problems if any to higher HO.

c. Accompany the disengaging forces.

d. Ensure mine fields are marked and trenches are filled
up.

e. Ensure escort while moving from embussing points to
assembly/cantonment points.

f. Always try to keep a RGF/RPF wireless set during the
process.
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9. Check back if all troops have arrived in battalion
meeting points/RV.

h. Keep contact with UNMOs Who are responsible for the
disengagement of counterpart.

j. Ensure both parties start disengagement process
simultaneously.

11. .... IIICOIl't ,.,.,.Ii
These parties will be tasked to provide security of movement

of troops to cantonment points and assembly points. Their tasks
are as follows:

e. Keep your eyes and ears open to such abnormality?if
anything noticed, inform UNMOs present.

Keep contact with present UNMOs representative.

Maintain convoy speed.d.

c.

a. Should not allow anyone to get do~ from the vehicle
When at halt~ Lelwe.c1Ft e~!»~~ pn~i&"'t:;;$~~bfy 1G;~1DJP;;/ p07~1

b. Escort the whole convoy by two vehicles, one in front
and the other in the back, hosting UN Flag.

,~

---

12. ARlWfGElQlft' OF TRAlfSPQBTATIOIfLFQOD

Detailed tra~tAtion plan and food arrangement will .;;) 11!L/; l/
given. later on considering the vehiclearu:r manpower state heIdi 1y7 ~jtf .
by both parties. :::! {F'
13. COJIfQSWOB OF ADIIlIISTBA~m WORIIlfG GBOJre

Administrative working group should be earmarked before the
beginning of the process. Those persons should be sent ahead to
main body to their respective assembly points. Necessary
briefing should be given to them regarding their job in the
assembly points. They are responsible for:

a.

b.

c.

Allotment of accommodation.

Security plan for the assembly point.

Arrangement of water.

d. Establishment of cookhouse and latrines.

e. Provide arrangement of kote/magazine.

f. Place for dumping non essential goods.
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g. Responsible for all stores.

h. This group should be always under an officer of
RGF/RPF.

14. OOlflRQL MEASURES

The following control measures must be ensured during the
disengagement process.

a. ~iDt, It is an easily recognizable place where
routes from Units/sub-units converge and through which
units/sub-units must move on their way to the meeting
point. Here troops will not halt but the commander will be
required to report after the whole of his unit/sub-unit has
passed through.

b. Meeting points. This point will be selected 300/400
yards back of the defended locality. Every unit/sub-unit
will assembly there. The commander of the unit/sub-unit
will count their men, then give an OK report to UNMOs
present.

c. lebps&ing 8Qint. Normally one embussing point will be
established for one battalion and it may be located at the
bn , meeting point or behind any suitable place. While
selecting embussing point it must be ensured that enough
space is avai lable for the vehicles to turn about. In case
companies are spread out, may have to establish more than
one embussing point for a battalion.

c

15.

For a smooth and organized disengagement, a commander must
know the following:

a. Where he has to go.

b. The time when he will begin thin out.

e. The time by which he will have to leave present
location.

d. Route to bn meeting point.

e. Route to bn embussing point.

f. Time by which he has to report to bn meeting point.

g. A warning against rumours.

h. A warning against leaving anything behind.

j. Information regarding security arrangements made for
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t-c:
disengaging soldiers by UNAMIR, otherwise you will
remain in panic til the completion of the process.

16. 'lIME SClIEQt1BE FOR MSDlGAGIUI'l.

The time schedule for the disengagement process is attached
to this SOP as Annex - B. For the smooth functioning of this
process, an early warning order should be given to both parties
so that each party gets enough time for marking existing mine
fields, filling up trenches and can take preparation for their
backward move.

17.. PBOTET10B or ASSIIIBLY fOiftS

~ Concerned commander and present UNMOs will jointly find out?
, the protection arrangement of assembly point. But i t i~

suggested to keep main post. J

20.

Total 2 Cantonment points each one selected for the two
parties. Dumping of heavy weapons should be done in these
points.

1S. PROYISION or KOTBS NIQ IWiAZIHBS
. -t

For arms and ammunition such stores should be earmarked.j itt'
Restriction must be imposed for unnecessary handling of V
a~s/a~unition except on duty. But due care should be give for ._~
ma1nta1nance. ~/ ~ 7

19.. 1MB POLICY Ctrf;)rt·
No leave will be given to individuals from assembly points It ~/~

but due consideration will be given on humanitarian grounds. 1 j J

~:t·,!
~

21. u<:URITY OF .CNfTQItlIBl'l fOJ:l'lS

One platoon each will be detailed by ONAMIR for the
protection of the contonment point.

22.. SU'l1H OJ! COLJiRC%JOB QF BlAB JilAPQNS

Persons responsible for this purpose must request senior
most present with the troops for detail : -_. ~.; cleaning of II I
heavy weapons. After cleaning, it is better to go for long term tJ.Y
preservation Which will reduce the handling of heavy weapons for r jeri
maintainance. UNAMIR representative will prepare 5 received 1/ .1br
vouchers for each heavy weapons. Distribution of those copies D\" f-- J
as under: fL' uf. .r"

a. one copy will remain with the store-keeper. yO~
b.. One copy to the individual depositing the weapon. f .-l .

.til
1
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c. One copy to Army High Command Council.

d. One copy to Operational Branch, UNAMIR HQ.

e. One copy to Plans section, UNAMIR HQ.

c
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(M - 5) - Issue warning order.

(M - 5 to K - 3) - Marking existing mine fields.

(M -2 to M) Filling up trenches (from depth coy filling
should start)

to0600 hours - Move of supporting/heavy weapons
embussing points.

0615 hours - Hove of administrativa group to assembly
point.

0700 hours -
c

Forward section/platoon starts rearward
movement (must leave forward defensive
locality within 15 minutes)

0720 hours - Meeting in coy meeting point/RV.

0730 hours - start from coy meeting point to Bn meeting
point.

0800 hours - Move from Bn meeting point to Bn embussing
point.

0900 hours - Move from embussing point to respective
assembly points.

1. M - Day : The day the disengagement starts.

c 2. It is a suggested time schedule.
Working Group meeting.

May change after JMC
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(draft)

Copy No. 1 of 1 copy
UNAMIR HQ KIGALI
5 February 1994.

OPOOH THE TWO PARTIES ARMED FORCES DISENGAGEMENT

References: A.
B.
C.

Arusha Peace Agreement.
Security Council Resolution No. 872.
Rwanda Map 1: 50,000

Time ?one used throughout the order: BRAVO

SITUATION

c
1.

2.

RGF

a. RGF organization and chain of command.
b. RGF tactical deployment.
c. RGF troops in barracks.
d. RGF rotation system.

RPF

a. RPF organization and chain of command.
b. RPF tactical deployment.
c. RPF troops in "barracks".
d. RPF rotation system.

3. UNAMIR.

c 4.

a. UNAMIR organization and chain of command.
b. UNAMIR deployment.
c. UNAMIR rotation plan •..
COMHANDER I S EVALUATION

MISSION

5. UNAMIR shall assist and supervise the disengagement of
54,000 soldiers of the two parties from their present
defensive positions to Assembly Points.

EXECUTION

6. Concept of Operations

a. Phase two of UNAMIR.
b. Phase three of UNAMIR.
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7. General Outline Disengagement will be carried out as follows:

a. Issue warning orders
b. Marking of mine fields
c. Movement of supporting arms to cantonment points.
d. Movement of administrative working group to assembly

points.
e. Movement of main body to assembly points.

8. A. COY

a.
b.

Grouping
Tasks

c
9.

10.

11.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

B. COY

c. COY

D. COY

Mark mine fields within the area of responsibility.
Establish check points.
Establish Coy meeting point.
start disengagement at ------ hours.
Detach supporting weapons from your location at ---
hours.
Report to Bn meeting point at ----- hours.

12. BnllQ and HQ COY

13. COORDINATION. INSTRUCTIONS

a. Timing of Disengagement:

(1)
(2)
(3)

C (4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

Issue warning orders. ---- hours.
Marking mine fields with effect from --- to---hours.
Movement of suppont.Lnq arms from defensive location to
Bn embussing point at ----- hours.
Movement of supporting arms from embussing point to
cantonment point at ----- hours.
Movement of administrative group to assembly point at
----- hours.
Commence disengagement of the main body at ---- hours.
Time to reach Bn meeting point at ----- hours.
Movement of first group to assembly point at
hours.
Movement of second group to assembly point at
hours (if required).
Clear coord. line at ---- hours.

b. Axis of Disengagement
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c. Routes of pisengagement

c

Serial Units Route Remarks
No. •

• 1. A. COY

2. B. COY

. C• COY

• D. COY

5. Bn HQ

6. HQ COY

7. HEAVY WEAPONS

d. Control areas

CONTROL A B C D Bn HQ HEAVY
AREA COY COY COY COY HQ COY WEAPONS

CHECK
POINT (CP)

MEETING
POINT (RV)

EMBUSSING
AREA

e. COord. Line
•

f. Location of coordinating centres of EGE, aPE, UNAltIR, ACHe...
~

(1) Location.
(2) Communications.
(3) Tasks:

(a) Establish coord. centres by ---- hours.
(b) Keep contact with RGF, RPFI UNMOS working on the

field.
(c) Monitor all problems ••••
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SERYICE SIlPfoEX

14. see Annexes

COMMAND ANi> SIGNAL

15. Chains of command.

16. Location of coordinating centres.

17. See Communications Annex.

18. Code Words

Serial Coge Word Meaning Issued bY

c
19. Nickname

AQknQyledgement Instruction:

AuthenticAtion:

Signature of Commander
(Name)

(Rank/Grade)

Annexes:
A. Information Annex.
B. Communications Annex.
c. Logistics Annex.
D. Movement orders.
E. Engineer Annex
F. AIR OPS Annex.

c

DISTRU'U%ION CQPY No
Including Annexes
(A,B,C,D,E,F) •

Annex (y)
Copy No.

Annex (z)
Copy No.
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UNITED NATIONS ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA (PNAKlR)

MINUTES OF THE MEETING THE JOINT MILITARY COMMISSION OF 4
FEBRUARY 1994 ON THE ASSEMBLY POINTS ..

REPRESENTATIVES:

RGF: Maj Gen HSABlMANA Deogratias, Army COS
Maj .. Gen. lIDIlIDILIYDIAHA A .. Gendarmerie COS
Colonel NTIWIRAGABO, Army staff Officer
Lt. col. RWABALINDA, RGRJUNAMIR HQ LO
Lt.. Col. KANYANDEKWE, Army Staff Officer
Maj. NDEREYIMANA, Gendarmerie Staff Officer

Maj .. Gen .. KAGAME Paul, Chairman High Command
Colonel BISERUKA stanislas, so GHQ
Colonel MUHIRE Charles, Fd Comdr
Colonel MUGAMBAGE Frank, SO GHQ
Lt .. Col .. KABAREEBE James, Fd Comdr
Lt. Col. KAYIZARI CK, Fd Comdr
Lt .. Col. RWIGAMBA Andrew, Secretary High Command
Lt.. Col. KARENZI KARAKE, RPF/UNAMIR HQ LO ..

UNAMIR: Brig. Gen. DALLAIRE Romeo, FC - JMC Chairman
Brig. Gen. ANYIDOHO Henry K., DFC/COS
Lt. Col. Van Put, Chief of Plans
Lt. Col. GOOG, CLO
Maj. PAZIK Mark, Planning Officer
Maj. MATIUR, Planning Officer

INTRODUCTION

1. SUbject Meeting had been convened to discuss a) Choice of
Assembly and Cantonment Points in RGF and RPF Assembly
zones, b) Demarcation of a new DMZ, c) Choice of
Integrated Training Centres and d) Establishment of
required reconnaissance plan. The meeting WaS chaired by
UNAMIR Force Commander.

DISCUSSIONS

2. RPF stated that the proposed assembly points in their
area are too close to each other and would host too many
people. They asked if it was not possible to try and
decongest the assembly points. However, they were ready
to discuss the general principles governing the
establishment of those points and then come down to the
details.

UN RESTRICTED
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UNITEDNATmHS ASSISTANCE 8155mB FOR RWANDA (PHMURl

3. RGF agreed on the ideas of discussion on the principles
before tackling the details. With this regard, they were
anxious to know if the establishment of RPF Assembly
points in the current DMZ would entail that RGF would
have to withdraw. They were particularly opposed to what
may be interpreted as a withdrawal of the RGF by the
population.

4. UNAMIR FC explained that proposed points were chosen
taking into account several factors including resources
available to adequately accommodate the servicemen, the
geographical situation of the terrain and the current
positions/zones. It was further explained that no party
would gain any tactical advantage from this operation.
UNAMIR proposals were based on Articles 56, 57 and other
related articles contained in the Protocole of Agreement
on the Integration of the Armed Forces of the Two
Parties. The FC explained, upon request from RGF COS
examples of the processes of disengagement. Two methods
were discussed (one very fast, one much slower). These
processes have an impact on the choice of points.

5. RGF suggested to maintain the current DMZ.

DECISIONS:

6. The Working Group on operations will meet and work out
the details regarding the restablishment of these
assembly and cantonment points. The JMC will meet again
to finalize the work of the WGO.

7. The WGO will meet on Monday 7 February 1994.

JJISCEI..LANEOUS:

8. UNAMIR FC informed RGP of the wish of the president of
the Republic to see the portion of the Northern Corridor
from Gatuna to Kigali opened to international traffic.
This topic had previously been discussed with RPA
Chairman.

9. RGF stated that this would indeed be a good development.
It was pointed out that the road Gatuna - Kigali was
governed by international arrangements of the Northern
Corridor Authority. As the road through Cyanika is also
part of these arrangements, it was suggested that this be

UH RESTRICTED
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UN:{TEP NATIONS ASSISTANCE IUSSION FOR RWANDA (UlfAMIR)

also considered for reopening, especially since it did
not require any repair works.

10. UNAMIR FC indicated that UNAMIR did not have resources to
carry out the supervision/monitoring of this road.
However, this option will be discussed with the BBTG
since the road has important economic advantages, and its
opening had been agreed upon between President
Habyalimana of Rwanda and president Museveni of Uganda.
The FC stated that UNAMIR would formally write to RPF and
Rwandan Government for their priorities regarding these
corridors pending the establishment of the BBTG.

C PROPOSAL

11. UNAMIR will formally communicate with the concerned
parties in ordeer to establish the priority and
methodology of opening the Corridor(s).

c

Romeo A. Dallaire
Brig. Gen.
Chairman JMC

UN RESTRICTED

E. VAN PUT
LT. COL.
Secretary JMC
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Copy No. 1 of 1 copy
UNAMIR HQ KIGALI
5 February 1994.

Referencel: A.
B ..
C.

Arusha Peace Agreement.
security council Resolution No. 812.
Rwanda Map 1: 50,000

Time zone uled throughout the order: BRAVO

-

c

1.

2.

SITUATIQ1i

a)l) RGF organization and chain of command.
2) RGF tactical deployment.
3) RGF troops in barracks.
4) RGF rotation system.

b)l) RPF organization and chain of command.
2) RPF tactical deployment ..
3) RPF troops in "barracks".
4) RPF rotation system.

C)l) UNAMIR organization and chain of command.
2) UNAMIR deployment.
3) UNAMIR rotation plan.

d) COmmander', Eyaluation

MISSIQH

UN'AMIR shall assist and supervise the disengagement of
54,000 soldiers of the two parties. UN'AMIR shall assist
and supervise the demobilization of 35,000 of them. UN'AMIR
shall assist and supervise the int.egration of 19,000 of
them into New National Army and National Gendarmerie.

3 • EXECQTZQN

a) QQDpept of O,perA:t1QDs

(1) Phase two of UNAMIR ..
(2) Phase three of UN'AMIR.

b) fast Qh9lnizDtioD
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c

Chief of Plans: to establish Joint Military commission
(JMC) ..

Chief of Plans: to start discussion lessons between
high rank officers of the two parties.

Chief of Logistics with cooperation with civil
Administration: to prepare Assembly Points, Cantonment

Points and Integrated Training
Centres.

Military Observers Commander: to supervise training of
Rwandan instructors.

Chief of Plans: to demarcate the Assembly zones.
Chief of Plans and Chief of Liaison: to establish

close cooperation between UHAMIR and
the Army Command High Council (ACHC).

Chief of Operations, Sector Commanders, Milobs Commander:
to assist in the organization and to

conduct movement of Rwandan troops
towards Assembly Points.

Military Observers Commander: to supervise separate
training of Rwandan troops.

Kigali Sector Commander: to assist and to supervise
RPF Kigali Battalion activities.

Kigali Sector Commander: to supervise RPF Kigali
Battalion demobilization.

Sector Commanders, Milobs Commander: to organize and
to conduct movement of Rwandan troops
towards Joint Training Centres.

Milobs Commander: to supervise joint training of
Rwandan troops.

Milobs Commander: to supervise deployment of New
National Army and New National
Gendarmerie.

Chief of Military EOP: to register all Rwandan
servicemen.

Chief of Military EOP: to assist in the preparation of
the lists of those to be demobilized.

Chief of Military EDP; to assist in categorization of
those to be demobilized.

Chief of Military EOP: to assist in the issuance of
Demobilization Certificates (DC).

Chief of Military EOP: to assist in the paYment of
demobilization allowances.

Chief Of Operations: to transfer all of those to be
demobilized under UNOP or BBTG
responsibilities (according to
categorization).

OMZ Sector CommanderI Milobs Commander: to store and
to register all weapons (in Assembly
and Cantonment points).

Milobs Commander: to organize and to supervise
transfer of heavy weapons to
Cantonment points.

Chief of Operations: to organize and conduot transfer
of all Rwandan weaponry to New
National Army and National
Gendarmerie.

Chief of Logistios: to organize closing down of all
Assembly points and Cantonment points.



Centre
CCNG.

c) Coordinating In§t~gtigns

Disengagement required Coordinating Centre
involvement of RGF, RPF, UNAMIR, ACHC, CCNG.
Demobilization required Coordinating Centre
involvement of RGF, RPF, BBTG I UNDP, UNAMIR,
CCNG, RED CROSS, NGOs.
Integration required Coordinating
involvement of RGF, RPF, UNAMIR, ACHC,

4. SBRVICB SUPP~

see Annexes

a) Chains of command during:

,... - Disengagement...... - Demobilization
- Integration.

b) see communications Annex.

with

with
ACHe,

with

Acknowledgement Io§tryction:

Authentication:

Annexe§:

Signature of Commander
(Name)

(Rank/Grade)

A. Logistical Annex.
a. Communications Annex ..
C. Administrative and EDP Annex.
D. Engineer Annex.
E. AIR OPS Annex.
F. Movement Orders Collection Annex.

c
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Including Annexes
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Copy No.

Annex (zl
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SECURE CORRIDOR KATQNA-BYUHBA

1. Intr9duction. For administrative, logistic and operational
purposes there is a need to secure KATUNA-BYUMBA corridor for the
passage of the following:

a. UNAHIR personnel, equipments, goods and diplomatic
pouches.

b. UN personnel from Agencies involved in the peace
process.

c. Diplomats and embassy officials directly involved in
ongoing peace process activities.

e. UN Convoys Agencies/Humanitarian Convoys.

f. Commercial traffic.

c d. UNAMIR officials visitors.

c

2. Aim. To open the KATUNA-BYUMBA corridor over the UGANDA
RWANDA border through RPF, DMZ and RGF controlled areas to all
traffics above.

3. Heaning of Secure Corridor. The concept of a secure
corridor should respond to the following definitions:

a. UNAMIR personnel or UNAMIR official visitors
travelling throughout Rwanda shall enjoy freedom of
movement at any time by day or night, provided they have:

(1) UN ID card.

(2) Are travelling in a IrUNAMIRIt and/on "UN" marked
vehicle.

b. UN Agencies personnel should have freedom to travel
during day hours without any UNAMIR escort provided;

(1) They have a UN ID card.

(2) Are travelling in a UNAMIR registered and/on a
"UN" marked or UN insignia pasted/engraved/painted
vehicle.

c. Diplomats/Embassy personnel should be able to travel
during day hours without UNAMIR escorts.

1
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d. UNAMIR convoys/Humanitarian convoys should be able to
travel during day time provided :

(1) UNAMIR convoys are all UNAMIR registered and/or
"UN" marked vehicles or convoys of private lorries
with the escort vehicles "UN" marked.

(2) Humanitarian convoys are escorted by UN vehicles
with proper UN identity.

e. Commercial traffic to have passage once we have the
road section in RPF zone and the bridge between Rwanda
Uganda border repaired and able to handle two way traffic
securely.

Forces Present in the Corridor

a. UNAMIR force~.

(1) ONAMIR has no armed troops along this axis as
yet. Over the next month the advance party of one
infantry battalion is expected in the DMZ.

(2) UNAMIR UNMOs occasionally patrol this road now.
with the increase of UNMO teams in DMZ and RPF Sector,
more patrols will be activated.

(3) UNAMIR will shortly have approximately two
sections of TUNISIAN troops in NGONDORE (Joint Meeting
Site) .

c
b. Forces thatmyst be reviewed b\ifore the Establishm\int

of Safe Corridor.

(I) ~. Has 3 to 4 check points on the road KIGALI
KATUNA upto BYUMBA. Each check point has half a
section to one section of armed troops but no vehicle.
They speak French and the local language.

(2) RPF. Has 2 check points on the road KIGALI-KATUNA
on the BYUMBA-KATUNA portion of the road. Each check
point they has approx half a section to one section of
armed troops and no vehicles. They speak English and
the local language.

( 3 ) MInes. Check post of RGF at BYUMBA has land
mines on the road, which they remove it when traffic
approaches. No known mines on RPF side. Although there
are no known mines on the road, mines are likely to be

2
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on the sides of the road, specially from BYUMBA to
KATUNA.

(4) Checking System. No traffic is allowed to pass
through check points without the vehicle being checked
by soldiers. UN vehicles are stopped but are not to be
checked. At night the soldiers normally do not remain
on the check points. They sleep in nearby areas.

5. Recommendations

a. Option 1

(1) Continue with the present status of deployment of
forces of both RGF and RPF on the road.

(2) Request in writing to RGP and RPP that nUN"
marked vehicles and passengers wearing military and
civilian uniform with UN head gear should not be
stopped at check points.

(3) Order the UNAMIR military components that they
should slow down vehicles and waive their hands as a
gesture of friendliness while passing through check
points. At night they should stop at check points and
prove their identity.

(4) UN Agency vehicles and humanitarian aid convoys
with UN insignia be allowed to pass through after
checking of identities but not of load.

(5) Diplomatic Corps members cleared by HQ UNAMIR as
required.

c
b. Qption 2

(1) Request RGF
checkpoints. They
important grounds,
the road.

and RPP to withdraw all their
can deploy forces on tactically
but at least 50 meters away from

(2) No escorts of UNAMIR to be provided to anyone,
who wants to go to Mulindi or Katuna. For visits
inside RGF held territories or inside DMZ, UNAMIR
will provide escorts as necessary. UNAMIR HQ must be
informed of any such visit in order to monitor
movements.

c. option 3

(1) Agencies mentioned in option-l may have free
passage upto end of phase 2 of UNAMIR operation
except commercial traffic.

3
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(2) Commercial traffic may be allowed passage on
commencement of phase 3 of UNAMIR operation.

d. Ret:;pmmend,ell Option§!. Con sid e r i n g 0 v era 1 1
operational situation the corridor may be secured in 2
phases :

(1) Phase 1. Option 1 by 10 January 1994.

(2) Pha§!e 2. Sub para (2) of option 3 by 01 April
1994.

c

c

4
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See Distribution

References:
A. Arusha Peace Agreement, 04, August 1993.
B. OPO 1/93

Time zone ALPHA

1.
~.o:ID.

SITUATION

a. After~the signing of Arusha Peace Agreement between
the Rwandese Govt and RPF, both the RGF and the RPF forces
are maintaining overall cease fire in general.

b. Weapons are available with para-military and political
militia which often leads them to carry out armed banditry.-
c. The potential of a dramatic rise in political and
criminal violence after the demobilization of the Rwandese
Army, the RPF and the Gendarmerie exists.

d. The arrival of RPF Battalion and VIPs in Kigali is a
significant step towards the peace process. The formation
of the Broad Based Transitional Government (BBTG) is
expected anytime. .

c e. The present DMZ is mountainous, heavily forested,
lacking all-weather roads and is likely to become more
densely populated when demobilization will start.

f. A sub~antial number of displaced persons and refugees
are likely to move through the DMZ once the demobilization
process be~ins. Since the DMZ and its surrounding area is
heavily mined, a new security problem is likely to arise.

g. The current DMZ will be subject to review by Joint
Military Commission (JMC) in order to meet the Arusha Peace
Accord articles.

2. MISSION. To conduct peace keeping operations within the
DMZ.

1
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3. EXECUTION

a. Force Concept of OPS

(1) General. The overall concept of operations for
UNAMIR will be carried out in four phases:

(a) Phase I. Secure installation of the Broad
Based Transitional Government (BBTG) which will
take approximately 3 months.

(b) Phase II. continue security of the BBTG and
preparations for the demobilization process which
will take approximately 3 months.

(c) Phase III. Implementation and
completion of the demobilization and integration ~.
process within a period of approximately 9-
months.

(d) Phase IV. continue security of the BBTG as
all major political parties prepare for
democratic general elections, within a period of
10 months.

b. Modus operandi. The modus operandi for the DMZ -
operations will be as under:

(1) Establishment of Observation Posts (OPS), check
points(CPs), conducting mobile foot patrols and escort
duties within DMZ.

(2) Prepare to enlarge the DMZ upto a length of 120
kilometres and a width of 15 kilometres for pha~e c.

(3) The DMZ Sector HQ will operate from BYUMBA. To
achieve the mission, a number of static but not
necessarily permanent OPS/CPs will be established.
Besides this, a concept of random saturation mobile
patrols supplemented by foot patrols by UNMOrs and/or
formed units will be conducted to the maximum use of
UNMO teams and formed units afforded to this sector
depended on each phase. -
(4) The employment of OPS/CPs will be that each .~
location will be manned by six men team. The teams
will carry out search of vehicles and personnel as
well as reporting various other elements within the
DMZ.
(5) The mobile patrols will be conducted by a minimum
of 4 persons and two 4X4 vehicles. These patrols will
be conducted by day and night either by vehicle or on
foot.

2
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(6) Both the parties be given assurances concerning
their security.

(7) Measures be taken so that none of the parties are
attacked when they abandon their defensive positions
and move to assembly and cantonment points to disarm.

c. Grouping. DMZ Sector force will be comprised of the
following:

(1) Phase A

(a) DMZ Sector HQI upto 15 UNMOs/Staffs.

(b) DMZ observers upto a strength of 24.

(c) A coy~) made up of 2 X platoons, each of a
strength of 30.

( 2 ) Phase B. 'llroops mentioned in Phase-A and DMZ
Infantry Battalion, an approximately strength of 800.

(3) Phase C. Troops mentioned in Phase A and Phase
B. -(4) Phase D. The DMZ will be eliminated and all
forces returned.

( 5 ) Force Engr Coy.
administration.

d. Tasks

(1) Phase A

Under command for

(

C
(a) Establishment of temporary OPS, CPs and
patrolling by vehicles or on foot.

(b) Establishment of mobile/temporary CPs at
KIDAHO, BWi$IGE, RURENGE and MUHUMBA, manning
them round the clock.-(c) Assistance of Rapid Reaction Force (R.'gF)
from Kigali Sector may be sought on clearance
from this HQ in extreme emergency.

(d) Conduct convoy protection/escort duties
within the DMZ.

(e) carry out vehicle I building and personnel
searches when necessary.

3
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(f) Provide escorts duties within the sector.

(g) Carry out investigation within the sector.

(2) Phase B

(a) Establish permanent CPs in MIYOVE, KINIGI,
KIRAMBO, KIDAHO, BWISGE and NYAGATARE, manning
them round the clock.

(b) Ensure the security of all RPF, RGF and UN
personnel in the DMZ area.

(c) Establ ish secured assembly
preparation and maintenance of
cantonment points.

zones and the
assembly and

(d) Carry out foot and vehicle patrolling within
the area of responsibility between the OP and CP'.

(e) Conduct convoy protection/escort duties
within the sector.

(e) Protect vital/key points inside the sector.

(f) Carry out vehicle, building and personnel
searches when necessary.

(g) Conduct cordon and search operations when
situations demands.

"(h) Be prepared to conduct crowd control and aid
to the civil power. .

(j) Use extensive patrolling to dominate the
whole area.

(k) Provide security in the assembly areas in
the Integrated Training Centres.

(1) Assist in recovering of arms.

(m) Earmark a RRF of a company strength to
tackle any unforeseen situation which may cause
security problems or jeopardize the
demobilization process.

(n) Maintain overall security in the DMZ, which
is essential for the demobilization process.

(p) Ensure the security of personnels involved
in the humanitarian aid.

4
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(q) Be prepare to tackle any political violence
which may arise during the demobilization
process.

(3) Phase C

(a) Ensure the security of all RPF, RGF and UN
personnels in the sector.

(b) Ensure the security of troops, demobilized
servicemen and Gendarmerie in the Integrated
Training Centres.

(c) Establish secured assembly
preparation and maintenance of
cantonment points.

zones and
assembly

the
and

-(d) Monitor and verify the disengagement of·
forces.

(e) Verify
ammunition
operations
from light
UNMOs.

the inventories of weapons and
of the two parties and monitor

for the separation of heavy weapons
weapons with the assistance of, the

c

(f) Carry out foot and vehicle patrolling within
the area of responsibility and between the OPs
and CPs.

(g) Protect vital/key points inside the sector.

(h) Carry out vehicle, building and personnel
searches when necessary.

( j) Conduct cordon and search operations when
situation demands.

(k) Be prepared to conduct operations in crowd
control and aid in civil power.

~

(1) Provide security in the assembly area and
in the Integrated TraiRing Centres.

(n) Assist in recovering of arms.

(p) Earmark an RRF force of a strength of
company strength to tackle any unforeseen
situation which may cause security problems or
jeopardize the demobilization process.

(q) Ensure the security of personnels involved
in humanitarian aid.

5
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(r) Be prepared to tackle any political violence
which may arise during the demobilization
process.

e. Coord Instructions

(1) Timings

( a) DMZ Sector to continue to be operational
within limitation.

(b) DMZ Infantry Battalion

operational 48
of the advance

Tactical HQ to be
after the arrival

(i)
hours
party.

(ii) Main HQ to be operational 96- hours
after the arrival of the main body.

(iii) Bn to effective in its primary tasks
no later than 7 days after the deployment of
the main body.

(c) Phases of Deployment

(i) Phase A. From now upto the deployment
of the advanced party of the Infantry
Battalion.

( ii) Phase B. From the deployment of the
advanced party of the Infantry Battalion
upto 31 March 1994.

(iii)Phase C. From 01 April 1994 upto the
completion of the demobilization and
integration process no later than 9 months.

(2) Deployment Plan. DMZ Sector comd to apprise
the FC on the first draft of tactical and
administrative deployment and support plan before 7
January 94.

(3) Integrated Training Centres. DMZ HQ is to
remain apprised of the proposed locations of the
Integrated Training Centres within the DMZ in
consultations with the ongoing force staffing by Plans
section.

(4) New DMZ. DMZ HQ is to remain apprised of the
proposed limit of the new DMZ in consultation with the
ongoing force staffing by Plans Section.

6
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(5) CPo Annexure A.

(6) patrolling. Annexure B.

c

4.

(7) OPe Annexure C.

(8) Rapid Reaction Force(RRF}. Kigali Sector will
earmark an RRF of platoon strength to take care of
unforseen situations in DMZ Sector for phase A.

ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS

a. Transport. Log Branch will arrange required
transports from CAD after necessary liaison with DMZ Sector
HQ for the transportation of men and material of DMZ sector
HQ, its staff, Tunisian company(-) and also the DMZ
Infantry Battalion until the DMZ Infantry'" Battalion's
integral vehicles arrive.

b. Food. Infantry Battalion to be self s~ficient for
60 days of rations or until CAD contracted food is
available. DMZ Sector HQ staffs are to be fed through
specific arrangements with CAO. UNMos are on MSA and
responsible for their own feeding throughout.

C. Accommodation. DMZ Sector HQ staffs -are to be
accommodated through support/contract from CAO. UNMOs are
on MSA and must ensure their own accommodation.

d. Dress, Equipment and Ammunition. To be implemented
in accordance with the UNAMIR guidelines already issued by
UN HQ N.Y.

e. Water. Local facili ties not recommended - for
consumption. Aequisition and purification of drinkable
water must be initiated through the Force HQ.

f. Medical. Medical support available at Force Field
Hospital at Kigali.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL -
a. Command

( 1 ) Locations of HQ

( a) Force HO. Hotel AMAHORU.

(b) DMZ Sector HO

(i) Temporary HO. Present
NMOG.

7
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(ii) Main HO. BYUMBA Square-7425 as of 03
January 94.

(c) DMZ Battalion RO. BYUMBA Square- 7425.

( e ) Force Engineer CQmpany. BYUMBA.

b. Wireless Communication. Radio communications with
adequate numbers of wireless sets be ensured at all tiers
of command.

c. Deployment of RRF. On codeword TRIDENT.

Ack Instr: Ack
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Annex:

.-. FORCE COMMANDER
UNAMIR

A.
B.

,1'.... c.
\.......

Check Points(CPs)
Patrol Tasks
Observation Posts(OPs)

-
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ANNEXURE A
TO OPO 02/93

CHECKPOINTS (CP)

To show UN presence and reassure the safety and security.

To survey, monitor and report activities.

To check, inspect and search any person/vehicle crossing the

To prevent infiltration.

To act as OP or work in co-ordinating w~h OPs.

To block selected traffic.

To man permanent CPs round the clock.

8. To man temporary/mobile CPs on a timed ~asis depending on
the situation.

..
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ANNEXURE B
TO OPO 2/93

PATR.OL TASKS

1. To gain information and intelligence.

2. To act as mobile CPs.

3. To confirm/supervise cease-fire.

4. To indicate UN presence in the area.
~.

5. To inspect positions as directed.

To link up UN positions when required.

7. To protect travelling population.

8. To investigate incidents .

.,1,) • To maintain continuous radio contact with the HQ and
neighbouring positions.

10. To find out the possible infiltration routes.

11. To cover "dead ground" not covered by OPs and CPs.

12. To identify possible communication dead grounds.

-

B-1
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ANNEXURE C
TO OPO 2/93

c

c

OBSER~ATION POSTS(OPS)

1. To observe and report all movement to and from the
observation site.

2. To report any suspicious move/activity in and around the OP
immediately to the HQ intimating time, place, etc.

3. To report any violation of the cease-fire agreement
immediately on occurrence.

.-
4. To observe and monitor the disengagement of forces and
movement of the two opposing forces.

...

-
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GENERAL

A.

B.
C..

operational Directive No 4 dated December
1993
Arusha Peace Agreement dated 4 August 1993
Report of the UN Reconnaissance Mission to
Rwanda dated 11 september 1993

c

1. At Reference A, guidance was provided that the disengagement
and demobilization outlined in Reference B was the major activity
of UNAMIR in Phases 2 and 3. In addition it directed Assessment
Teams to be created to determine the operational and logistics
requirements that would be required at the Assembly Points,
Cantonment Points and Integrated Training Centres. Reference C
provides additional detail on the disengagement and demobilization
process.

2. The aim of this directive is to provide a synopsis of the
operational support that will be required to conduct the
demobilization of the Rwandese Government Forces, the Gendarmerie,
and the Rwandese Patriotic Front in Phase Three of the UNAMIR
mandate.

BACKGROUND

3. The major task of UNAHIR during phase 3 will be to assist
and supervise the demobilization of the armed forces of the two
parties. This will involve setting up assembly and cantonment
points in phase 2 (approximately 5 January 1994) and ensuring the
preparations are complete so that phase 3 can commence
(approximately 5 April 1994). To ensure sufficient resources,
specifically money, personnel and material, can be accurately
forecasted, this directive is issued to define the nature of the
task so that the information the military division provides can
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permit Field Operations Division to prepare an accurate budget. It
is also submitted to ensure that UNAMIR can provide the Broad-Based
Transitional Government (BBTG) and the Department of Humanitarian
Affairs (DHA) with an accurate division of responsibility in
regards to the demobilization process so that they also will be
able to prepare accurate budgets and ensure adequate resources are
available to conduct the demobilization.

4. Assumption.
assumptions:

This brief is based on the following

a. That the number (54,000) of soldiers
and gendarmes (provided to the UN by
the parties) to be demobilized is an
accurate figure.

c
b. That the demobilization process must

be a cooperative effort between
UNAMIR and the BBTG, with each
accepting responsibility (ie
financial and resource) for specific
activities.

c. That the division of
responsibilities is affordable to
the UN and the BBTG.

d. That UNAMIR and DRA will accept a
division of responsibility in the
demobilization process as outlined
in this brief.

e. That the time schedule outlined in
the Arusha Agreement and the Mandate
of UNAMIR will be adhered to by all
parties.

f. That the new DMZ will have been
delineated, agreed to by all parties
and the disengagement will coincide
with the demobilization.

PRINCIPLES

5. The following principles must be adhered to during the
demobilization process:

a. Maintain the Momentum. All efforts
must be made to ensure the momentum
of the demobilization process is
maintained once it has commenced.
There must be minimum delay in the
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schedule and implementation of the
process. The sooner the
demobilization is complete, the
sooner the BBTG can turn its
attention towards the election and
the sooner UNAMIR can scale down its
military force and thus decrease the
financial liability to the UN;

Minimum Suppgrt. The assembly and
cantonment points must receive
minimal life supporting assistance.
The camps must not become so
comfortable as to delay the
demobilization process nor must they
be allowed to be perceived to be in
better condition than displaced
persons or refugee camps. These
camps must be temporary I minimum
viable facilities with life
sustaining capabilities only; and

c. Coordination. Maximum coordination
must be maintained from the arrival
of the Military Advance Party of
UNAMIR with the parties and with ORA
until the process is complete.

SEQUENCE QF DEMQaILIZATION

6. The demobilization process, following the demarcation of
the new DMZ and Assembly Zones should follow the following general
sequence:

a. demarcation of the assembly and
cantonment points;

c b. agreement by the parties with the
points;

c. coordination with the parties on the
exact sequence and movement from the
present tactical defensive positions
to the points;

d. preparation of the points;

e. monitor teams positioned at the
points;

f. disengagement of the parties from
their tactical defensive positions:
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g. movement of the parties to their
respective assembly points;

h. movement of the heavy weapons to the
cantonment points;

i. conduct of one month (April 1994) of
general military training by all
personnel of the parties (54,000) in
the assembly points;

movement of Group One of 4400
soldiers and 2000 gendarmes to
Integrated Training Centres for two
months of joint training (May and
June 1994). 35,800 personnel are
demobilized. 8800 soldiers and 4000
gendarmes are retained in the
assembly points pending training;

k. 35,800 demobilized personnel
commence rehabilitation training;

1. Group One completes training (end
June 1994) and moves to RDF Bases;

m. Group Two of 4400 soldiers and 2000
gendarmes moves to and commences two
months joint training (July and
August 1994) at the Integrated
Training Centres. A further 4400
soldiers and 2000 gendarmes remain
in the assembly points awaiting
training;

r .' .-''ii_-kir A -~.. 7'

n , Group Two completes training (end
August 1994) and moves to RDF bases;

c o. Group Three of 4400 soldiers and
2000 gendarmes move to and commences
two months joint training (September
and October 1994) at the Integrated
Training Centres. Assembly points
are empty; and

p. Demobilization complete.

7. The demobilization process has been estimated to take
nine months but maYI by the above described sequence of events, be
completed in seven months thus accelerating the peace process.

8. To facilitate command, control, coordination and support
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the responsibility for each step in the sequence must be clearly
delineated between UNAMIR, the BBTG and DHA.

RESPONSIBILITIES

9. The BBTG will be responsible for the overall
demobilization process with specific aspects being controlled and
supported by UNAMIR and DHA in accordance with the Arusha Peace
Agreement.

10. The BBTG should be responsible for overall control of the
process and should be specifically responsible for the following
steps in the sequence of demobilization:

a. coordination of the assembly zones
and the new DMZ;

b. coordination of the assembly and
cantonment points;

c. provision of specific items and
serVlces to the assembly and
cantonment points as outlined below;

d. coordinate the disengagement of
forces and provide transport to the
assembly and cantonment points;

e. conduct and totally support the one
month general military training
programme;

f. select the 13,200 soldiers and 6,000
gendarmes who will be retained in
the new Rwandese Defence Forces;

h. conduct and totally support the
joint training at the integrated
training centres; and

c
g. select the 35,800 soldiers and

gendarmes who will be demobilized;

i. coordinate and support
rehabilitation training;

the

j. terminate
process.

the demobilization

11. UNAMIR should be responsible for:

a. the demarcation of the assembly and
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cantonment points;

b. provision of specific items
serVlces to the assembly
cantonment points;

and
and

c • monitor the disengagement and the
movement of the parties to their
respective assembly and cantonment
points;

d. position monitors at each assembly
point for the duration of the
demobilization process;

e. position monitors and armed security
at each cantonment point;

C·" "

f. supervise the movement of each group
to and at the Integrated Training
Centres;

12.

g. supervise the handover of assembly
points to DRA and the cantonment
points to the BBTG; and

h. monitor the demobilization process.

DHA should be responsible for:

a. taking control of assembly points
with personnel who have been
demobilized from UNAMIR;

b. assist in the rehabilitation of
personnel; and

c. monitor the demobilization process.

13. Therefore, in summary, UNAMIR will basically setup and
initially operate and support the assembly points with the BBTG.
As personnel are designated demobilized responsibility for
operating and supporting the assembly points will rest with ORA as
part of the rehabilitation process.

REQUIREMENTS

14. The requirements for the assembly points, for planning
and budgetary purposes can be broken down into a consideration of
three factors:

a. personnel (both UNAMIR and of the
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parties);

b. support required to operate the
assembly and cantonment points; and

c. the time schedule
demobilization process.

of the

c

15. Personnel. The personnel requirements are addressed in
Annex A, which displays the strength of both UN military personnel
and the strength of the parties over the period of the
demobilization process. UNAMIR is established (RPF, RGF and DMZ
Sector UNMOs) to provide 6 man monitoring teams at 27 sites. The
anticipated deployment is displayed in Annex A.

16. Support. Annex B displays the type of support required
at each assembly point and recommends who should be responsible
(both materially and\or financially) for the provision of that
support.

17. Schedule of Demobilization. Annex C displays the time
schedule of demobilization, in accordance with the Arusha Peace
Agreement and barring any delays in the process.

CONCLPSIONS

18. For the demobilization process to be successful and
timely, the following conditions will need to be met:

a. accurate demarcation of the assembly
and cantonment points as early as
possible in the mandate;

b. agreement of the parties with the
designated assembly and cantonment
points;

c c. delineation of responsibilities in
the demobilization process between
UNAMIR, the BBTG and ORA;

d. timely provision of support and
services in the preparation of
assembly points; and

e. adherence to the timetable of
demobilization and specifically in
the handover of assembly points to
DHA.
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GENERAL

A.

B.

Operational Directive No 3, dated 6 December
1993
Arusha Peace Agreement, dated 4 August 1993

1. At reference A, guidance was provided that a Military
Disengagement and Demobilization Working Group (MDDWG) would be
formed in UNAMIR. In addition, it was determined that a Plans
Section is required in the Force Headquarters.

:2 • In accordance with Reference B, a Joint Commission of
Programs was to be formed as a tripartite working group, to be
chaired by the FC, to deal with a series of issues in regards to
the disengagement and the demobilization process.

3. Accordingly, operational Directive No 4 is published to
provide current and updated direction to all HQs and units on the
reorganization of the Force HQ, the formation of the MDDWG
(including assessment teams and the New DMZ Reconnaissance Team)
and the formation of working groups under the Joint Commission of
Programs. This direction will ensure UNAMIR can plan and prepare
for the most important aspect of our mandate in Phase 2 and 3,
namely the Disengagement and Demobilization Process.

4. The aim of this brief is to provide a concept of work for the
implementation of the Disengagement and Demobilization process.

BACKGRQUHD

5. The major task of the UNAMIR mandate will be to supervise the
Disengagement and Demobilization process in Phase Three
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(approximately April-October 1994). For this task to be completed
a great deal of staff, field and support work must be initiated as
soon as possible. This will require the organization of a new
staff section (Plans), the formation of a Military Disengagement
and Demobiliza~pnWorking Group within Force HQ, the formation of
several assembl¥ and cantonment point assessment teams, the
formation of the New DMZ Reconnaissance Team, and the formation of
four tripartite working groups subordinate to the Joint Commission
of Programs.

PLANS SECTION

6. In order to prepare plans for the tasks that will be
undertaken four months from now, a new future looking staff section
will be organized, from within Force HQ personnel, to deal solely
with future plans. This would dedicate a group of staff officers
to future plans while allowing the remainder of the staff to
concentrate of present and near term tasks (ie Force SOPs, movement
of the RPF to Kigali, reception of incoming personnel, logistics
requirements, Force Commanders Directives and Operations Orders
etc). The major task of the Plans Section should be the
preparation of operational plan to conduct the disengagement and
demobilization process.

7. This process in a chronological manner will consist of the
following activities:

c

a.

b.

DMZ. A new DMZ must be racced on the map and
on the ground, delineated, and presented for
approval to the two parties.

ASSEMBLY AND CANTONMENT POINTS. Assembly and
Cantonment points must be assessed to
determine the logistics requirements. In
addition operational and logistics procedures
must be promulgated for the action and
approval of the parties.

c. ADMINISTRATION. UNAMIR was assigned to assist in the
determination of a number of administrative
matters which will be presented later in the
paper. Work on these matters through
tripartate discussions must be initiated as
soon as possible.

d. HUMANITARIAN. UNDP has commenced tripartate
meetings with the parties that UNAMIR should
observe and present positions affecting the
Force:

e. TRAINING. UNAMIR was assigned a number of
tasks in the Arusha Peace Agreement with
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regards to training of the new Rwandese
Defence Forces.

f. DISENGAGEMENT. The procedures for
disengagement of forces and their movement to
assembly and cantonment points must be
presented for approval by the parties.

g. INTEGRATJID TRAINING. The selection of
integrated training centres and the procedure
of movement of troops from each of the parties
to these centres must be presented and
approved by the parties.

c h. !:ROJECTS. A number of specialized projects
must be coordinated with the parties (ie mine
clearance projects etc).

8. The plans section should be tasked with preparing the
disengagement and demobilization plan which will require action in
each of the above mentioned areas.

9. The section will be organized as follows:

Chief Plans Officer (CPO)-LCol-(Present CLO);

Plans Officer-Maj\Capt-(present Plans OOps Section);

Training Officer-Maj\Capt-(present Trg OOps Section);

Humanitarian Officer-Maj\Capt-(present
Humanitarin oops section).

a.

b.

c.

d.

C e.

Logistics Officer-Maj\Capt-(present
Section); and

Log so Log

10. The Plans Section will be an independant staff section
reporting to the FC through the COS.

MILITARY DISENGAGEMENT AND DEMQaILIZATION WORKING GROUP.

11. This working group has been directed but not yet organized.
It is essential to the success of the the process. This working
group will combine the plans section with representatives of the
other staff sections, UNMO Group, Sector Headquarters, specialist
advisors, and Division of Administration to ensure all key elements
of the Force involved in the process will be kept up to date and
provide an opportunity to input into the operational plan.

12. The Group should be organized as follows:

a. Chairman-Chief Plans Officer.
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b. OPI\Coord-Assistant Military Assistant FC.

c. • Plans Section complete.

d. Re~!rom each of the Staff sections of Force HQ.

e. Reps from each of the Sector Headquarters.

f. Specialist Advi~ors (CMO and CEO).

g. Division of Administration Representatives
(specifically FaD Engr and Log).

c h. Rep from UNMO Group HQ.

c

i • UNCIVPOL Rep.

13. The aim of this group should be to obtain input and to keep
all elements of the Force involved in this process abreast of the
progress of the Disengagement and Demobilization Plan. This group
should meet at least once per week (ideally on Sat mornings) to
update all reps on progress and to assign tasks in the program of
work. In addition the Chairman and as required, reps from the
group should brief the FC every Sat AM on the progress of the plan.

JOINT COMH1S~IQN OE PROGRAMS.

14. The Arusha Peace Agreement calls for the establishment of a
Joint Commission of Programs, chaired by the FC and including
representation from ONAMIR and the parties. It will be proposed
that the commission be made responsible for the Disengagement and
Demobilization Process. TheFFC will be assisted by the Chief Plans
Officer. The Commission' should""have three tripartite working'
groups ( in addition ONAMIR should be represented on the UNDP}'
Humanitarian COlDlIlitteel, each dealing with a specific aspect of the
process as follows:

a. OPERATIONS AND FORCE STRUCTURti. The Chief
Plans Officer should chair this tripartite
group, assisted by the Plans officer. This
group would obtain agreement on the
operational issues of the Disengagement and
Demobilization Process as outlined in Annex A.

b. TRAINING. The Chief Plans Officer should
chair this tripartite group, assisted by the
Training Officer. This group would obtain
agreement on the training issues of the
Disengagement and Demobilization Process as
outlined in Annex A.

c. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS. The Chief Plans
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Officer should chair this tripartite group,
assisted by the Log Officer. This group would
obtain agreement on the administration issues
of the Disengagement and Demobilization
P~QH~s as outlined in Annex A.

d. HQHANlTAEIAH. This group will be chaired by
UNDP, but the Humanitarian Officer should
attend to provide UNAMIR input into areas that
will affect the Disengagement and
Demobilization. Process.

c
15. The working groups should focus on detail and obtain draft
agreements that would be forwarded for approval to the Joint
Commission of Programs.

NEW DMZ RECQNNhISSANCE TEAM

16. The new DMZ must be delineated to form the RPF and RGF
Assembly Zones in accordance with the Arusha Peace Agreement.
Before approval of the parties can be obtained to the new DMZ, it
must be recconoitered both on the map and confirmed on the ground.
DMZ Sector Headquarters is tasked to conduct the reconnaissance,
with direction from the Plans section through the cos. This task
will be completed before 1 Jan 94.

ASSEkWLY AND CANTONMEHTPOINT ASSESSMENt TEAMS

c

17. Three assessment teams will be formed to assess the RPF and
RGF assembly points and the cantonment points and integrated
training centres. These teams should be primarily logistics and
engineering oriented focusing on the consolidated logistics
requirements of these sites and passing this information to the
Plans section for consolidation and forwarding to Oivision of
Administration for action.

18. These teams should contain the following personnel:

DMZandRGF(RPF,Sector Ops Rep
respectively).

b. DOA Log Rep or Force Log rep per team.

a.

c. DOA Engr Rep or Force Engr rep per Team.

19. It is estimated their will be 22 assembly points, two
cantonment points and three integrated training centres. It is
estimated it will take one day to properly recce and staff the
requirements of each site, this will be a minimum 9 day task. It
will commence as soon as possible to ensure DOA has sufficient time
to obtain resources and construct any requirements. This work is
to be completed by 1 Jan 94.
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c

20. By reorganizing an element of our Headquarters and forming the
above-ou't.l ined groups and teams, the necessary preparation and
planning for the Disengagement and Demobilization process can
commence as·~ as possible in order to meet milestone dates.
The COS will confirm to the FC by 3 Dec that the above-mentioned
tasks have been completed.

R. A. Dallaire
Brigadier-General

Force Commander UNAMIR

DISTRIBQTIQN LIST (Page 7)
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ANNEX A

TASKS OF THE WORKING GROUPS OF THE JOINT COMMISSION OF PROGRAMS

GENERAL i:J i:' i:,.

1. The Joint Commission should have three working groups. These
working groups should have representatives of UNAMIR, RPF, and the
RGF. The working groups should deal with the issues of one area as
outlined in the Arusha Peace Agreement. The working groups shoUld
meet at least weekly and forward agendas, reports and agreements on
a weekly basis to the Joint Commission for approval.

c 2. The working groups should be organized as follows:

a. Operations and Force Structure Working Group.

b. Training Working Group.

c. Administration and Logistics Working Group.

3. The initial issues the Operations and Force structure Working
Group should deal with are:

The Disengagement process.

Mine Clearance Project.

Weapons and Ammunition Clearance Project.

Transforming Army and Gendarmerie Bases into Assembly
Points.

andPointsCantonment

Movement of Army and Gendarmerie personnel from the
integ~ated training centres to their respective bases.

Movement of Army and Gendarmerie personnel of the two
parties to the integrated training centres.

Deploying the RPF Battalion to Kigali.

The movement of troops and their weapons and equipment
to their respective assembly and cantonment points.

Identify Assembly Points,
Integrated Training Centres.

Demarcate the new DMZ and the Assembly Zones.a.

b.

c.

d.

C
e.

f.

g.

h.

L

j.

k. RPF Kigali Battalion DemObilization.

1. National Army Units Establishment.
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4. The initial issues the Training Working Group should deal with
are:

a. Special Training of the RPF Kigali Battalion.

b. Training in Assembly Points .
. ..:::.~~..

c. Trai:nHlg of Rwandese Instructors for the Integrated
Training Centres.

d. Establishment of the Integrated Training Centres.

e. Training in the Integrated Training Centres.

f. Training of Rwandese Instructors for the National
Gendarmerie.

c g. Establishment of the National Gendarmerie Training
Centre.

h. Training in the National Gendarmerie Training Centre.

i. Training of the Engineer Battalion (mine clearance).

5. The initial issues of the Administration and Logistics Working
Group should be:

a. The Declaration of Allegience.

b. The Rank Recognition Agreement.

c. Uniforms Unification.

d. Unification of Table of Allowances.

c e. National Army Unit Establishments.

f. Selection Procedures
Gendarmerie and Army.

for Personnel for the New

g. Logistics support to Assembly Points, Cantonment Points
and Integrated Training centres.
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From;

Subject:
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lJN RESTRI CTED

UNAMIR

File No. 4003.03
Force HQ
Amahoro, Kigali

b, December 1993

.~L:~istribution~\iS~

Force command'~
OPERATIONAL DI~t~E NO 3

1. . At Reference A, guidance was provided on Command
and Control all UNAMIR Force elements for Phases 1 and 2. At
Reference B, a listing of the extensive numbers of orders and
staff documents was enumerated in order to give you a feel of the
work that must be done to implement our operational mission.

c

References: A. Operational Direct No I, dated 16 Nov 93
B. List of Plans, Operation Orders, SOPs,

Directives and Instructions, dated 6 Nov 93

c

2. Events over the last two weeks have significantly changed
the nature of the tasks at hand. Aggressive and deliberate
counter-peace activities and actions have raised the spectre of
jeopardising the proposed sequence of events in the Peace Process
and as such render our assistance duties more difficult to
perform. Accordingly, this Operational Directive No 3 is
published with the aim to provide current and updated direction
to all HQs and units in during Phase 1.

3. Ooerational Environment. Although' the general situation
seems stable, there are increased signals that lead us to believe
that vigilance and attention to basic individual and collective
security procedures must be applied throughout the area. In
particular, those conducting patrols, searches and investigations
off the major arteries and developed areas must be ever vigilant
for anti-personnel and anti-vehicle mines and booby-traps. An SOP
will be published over the next week or so that will clearly
explain all of the states of alert and levels of security and
their implications.

4. MILOB Group. Due to the significant changes in the general
tactical situation in the country, it is essential to commence
operations as soon as possible in the RPF Sector and the RGF
Sector.

a. Command and control. No change from Reference A and
refer to para 4 above. You are to conduct a
detailed reconnaissance and produce an implementation
plan, with detailed and consolidated requirements, with
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support from
for the establis
by 15 Dec 93.

and the Division of Administration
ng the RPF UNMO Sector HQ in Mulindi

b. Tasks.

(1) Mon~tor and support the Board of Inquiry into the
massacres in Ruhengeri on the night of 17/18 Nov
93.

(2) Delete the tasks at sub-para 5.a. and S.C. at
Reference A.

(3 ) Coordinate
the soon to
now
control

I escort demands in accordance with
be published SOP on Escort Requests

by all concerned under t
CLnO.

c
(4) Commence now

reconna .... .::>.::>ClU'-<;;;

south
camps.

to show the flag and conduct
and monitoring operations in the

and around the Burundi Refugee

(S) Provide 3 UNMO teams of 6 UNMOs as priority 1 to
the DMZ Sector Commander.

(6) Provide 78 UNMOs as priority 2 to the Kigali
Sector Commander.

(7) Provide the minimum essential number of UNMOs as
priority 3 for the establishment of a small UNMOs
HQ and for the monitoring of the RPF Sector.

(8) Provide one officer on call as a member of the
Mission Disengagement and Demobilization Working
Group (MDDWG).

c
c. Personnel and logistics. UNHQ NY has indicated that it

is significantly accelerating the deployment of all
Phase 1 and Phase 2 UNMOs in order to meet our growing
requirements. A personnel directive has been produced
which describes the responsibilities and command and
control relationships between the CMO and his HQ and
all other commanders in regards to UNMO employment and
administration. The lack of vehicles and communications
is recognised but it is essential that your detailed
requirements, including all peripheral observation
devices and other equipment be made available to the
CLogO by 10 Dec 93.

5. UNOMUR SECTOR.

a. Command and Control. The essential communications
requirements have as yet not been met in order to place
this Sector under command of the MlLOB Gp HQ. This
situation is expected to continue for at least the next
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two to three weeks. Thus until f'J.rt r order, ::JNCr.-:'JR
Sector remains directly unjer co~~and of the Fcrce HQ.
Your restructure proposal is acknowledged and is to be
implemented forthwith.

b. Tasks.

(1) Conduct a closer monitoring of military
activity in your area of responsibility that may
be supporting military operations across the
border.

(2') '~Publish the helicopter surveillance plan which
integrates this new capability / which will be made
availabl to you the nea r future / into the
surveillance plan now in ion. This an must
incorporate the imitatio~s in flying hours both

and n t.

(3) Activate the temporary Observation Posts and Spot
Checks along the roads and trails deemed in use
in the general border area.

c. Personnel and Logistics. The manning level will remain
capped at 79 UNMOs. Vehicle limitations to meeting your
operational tasks are acknowledged and support has been
requested accordingly. No specific response has been
received to date. Your needs in long range observation
and night vision devices must be reviewed and
resubmitted in detail to CLogO by 10 Dec 93. Specific
knowledge of such specific systems should be
incorporated.

6. DMZ Sector. Detailed orders for the DMZ Sector are contained
in Operations Order No 2 which will published by 10 Dec 93.

c
a. Command and Control. No change in command and control

relationships. Sector HQ location has been identified
in Byumba but no move is to be initiated until
suitable communications and staff essential survival
needs have been established. Do not expect a move
north for another two weeks. The first element of 20
personnel of the Bangladesh Engineer Coy is not
expected to bedeployed until mid-Dec. The remaining
elements of the Engr coy and their equipment should
arrive by end-Dec early Jan.

b. Tasks.

(I) The Engr Coy(-) is to move to Byumba upon arrival
and be available, until the arrival of their
equipment, for Infantry operations in the DMZ
while conducting detailed reconnaissances of the
engineering tasks to be accomplished in Phase 2.

(2) Implement the proposed patrol plan presented to
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the FC on 22 Nov 93.

(3) Be prepared to absorb up to three (3) more UNMO
teams of six(6) UNMOs each until the end of Phase
2.

(4) Continue to provide the supervision and
coordination, wi.th support from the Political
Staff, of the Joint Election committee in the
Ruhengeri Prefecture.

(5) Re-establish and monitor with support from the
Political staff the "Cornm i e s i on de suivi des
Accords de Kinihira" between Government and RPF
senior officials for problem solving and
information exchanges within the DMZ according to
articles 12 and 14 of t 30 May 93 Kinihira DMZ
Accord. Prepare draft terms of reference and a
covering letter using the NMOG II data on file at
the OAU offices for signature by 10 Dec 93.

(6) Provide escort duties as specified by MILOB Gp HQ.

(7) Provide one officer on call as a member of the
Mission Disengagement and Demobilisation Working
Group (MDDWG).

c. Personnel and logistics. The allotment of another 18
UNMOs for Phases 1 and 2 will be done by MILOB Gp HQ
as the personnel arrive. The possibility of advancing
the deployment date of the DMZ infantry battalion is
being assessed at Force HQ. The critical requirements
of vehicles, communications and observation devices
(day and night) is being addressed by Force CLogO by
10 Dec. Requests for equipment for unit self
sufficiency for the Tunisian Coy ( ) is still without
results.

7. Kiglai Sector. Operation Order No 1 has been published and
is being implemented. The full HQ staff is operating out of the
Force HQ until it will move into its new HQ in the centre of
Kigali over the next two weeks.

a. Command and control. No change from Reference A except
that unless Force HQ receives any last minute and
unanticipated changes from UNHQ N. Y., their will be two
battalions in Kigali, one from Bangladesh the other
from Belgium. Each Bn will have two line infantry cays.

b. Tasks. As per Op Order No 1 with the fol amendments:

(1) BELGBN is to conduct its operations primarily in
the southern portion of the Weapons secure Area,
the city centre and the airport and its
approaches.
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(2) Bk'JGBN 1-5 to conduc its operations
pr ily In the northern portion of the
Secure Area and provide the Force Reserve Qui
Reaction Force.

(3) Sector HQ will provide Force HQ with its Sector
Op Order no later than 10 Dec 93.

(4) Consolidate Kigali Weapons Secure Area SOPs
comments from RGF and RPF, prepare second and
final draft, issue t two (final draft),

. 0C~ idate comments, f FC by 9 Dec.

(5) detailed procedures for implementing
Secure Area SOPs through t

employment of the two in try battalions and the
78 (J1'.'T'I:Os dedicated to monitoring, supervising,
invest ing and escort s in your area
respons lity. The first is to be avail by
4 Dec 93 for review by FC being sent to RGF
and RPF authorities for comment. The detai

must include the f force structure
of RPF Security Bn ( luding weapons,
ammunition, transport and logistical elements
which must specify the rotation policy for
personnel). Second draft required by 11 Dec for
final review and subsequent publication.

c

c c.

(6) Prepare the detailed operational procedures
between the forces under your command and the
UNCIVPOL and the Gendarmerie. The first draft is
to be lable by 4 Dec 93 for review by FC
before being sent to RGF and RPF authorities for
comment. Second draft is required by 11 Dec for
final review and subsequent publication.

(7) Provide one officer on call as a member of the
Mission sengagement and Demobilization Working
Group (MDDWG) .

Personnel and logistics. UNHQ NY has stated that at
least 370 infantry personnel and 100 support personnel
from the Bangladesh Armed Forces will be deploying by
air before 8 Dec 93. They will have minimum rations,
communicat and other stores (tentage for 2 platoons
only) but will be without any vehicles. Also, the
deployment the UNMOs for s Sector has been
significantly accelerated with the first to arrive next
week. Once the vehicles and communications are
not yet in place. The vehicle and communications
deficiencies have been raised with the Log staff but
detailed requirements in this area and in all
peripheral areas such as observation devices, check
point barricades, etc must be reassessed in detail with
CLogO before 10 Dec 93.
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8. Force TrOODS and HQ. The hastening of the deployment of
forces in response to the deteriorating tactical situation in the
Mission area has required a review of priorities of effort and
personnel allocation to tasks.

c

c

a. Command and Control. With the creation of most of the
subordinate HQs and the arrival of Force level units,
it is essential that the proper chain of command be
respected by all commanders and staffs. Responsiveness
is the key to our being in a position of responding to
the daily changing situation on the ground and the
efficient controlling to rapid build-up that we will
be facing over the next weeks. The weekly commanders
conference on Mondays must have the personal presence
of the subordinate commanders who normally report
directly to Force HQ. The daily staff meetings presided
by either the FC or the DFC/COS are essential for the
rapid passage of information and the p r ov.i.s i on or
timely command guidance. The FC will be attending bi
weekly and then daily meetings with the SRSG and CAO
on policy and Mission guidance subjects. The following
command and control relationships are hereby confirmed
for Force Troops:

(1) MovCon Unit. This unit will continue to receive
direction and tasks from the CLogO and his MovCon
Officer. The deployment of elements to Dar Es
Salaam, Mombasa and Kigali Airport will shortly
be confirmed. The CLogO will confirm the
restructuring and deployment of this unit. The
unit commander will report to the FC.

(2) Engineer Coy. This unit will on order deploy all
its elements into the Byumba area and on order
move elements throughout the country to meet the
assigned tasks given by Force HQ. Bridge repair
and construction, road repair and maintenance,
mine-clearance to meet the Force needs,
infrastructure improvements for the Force,
coordination of all infrastructure requirements
for the Assembly and Cantonment points and
Integrated Training sites are all primary tasks
for this unit. Demands for the necessary materials
for these tasks must be initiated as soon as
possible. It will be under command for
administration of the DMZ Sector Commander. Its
focus of effort will be in and on either side of
the DMZ. This unit has no second line support
capability. The coy commander will report to the
FC.

(3) Logistics Coy. This unit will deploy in the Kigali
city area but will provide a small Forward
logistics group in Byumba for immediate second
line needs. This unit is composed of a
quartermaster platoon, a maintenance platoon and
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atoon~ Th~s unit has nc ~h rd :iG~

lity. The commander will report
to t FC.

(4 ) Military Police Section. This element will support
the Mission and be co-loca in the Force HQ
complex. It will be tasked by the DFC/COS. The
Provost Marshall will report directly to the FC.

by Staff
te list as t
flexibility is

are
not the

daily
work:

Medical Platoon. unit will provide second
line medical support .for the Mission. It will use

ion of modern King Faisel Hospital in
Kigali. It will provide Force level evacuation
from units and HQs through Kigali and when
requi onward evacuation out of the Miss
area. coord ion of resources and ef
mus be initi the Belgique Battal
c apab i Li t Le s . All Force have no medical
evacuation lity at all.

• oJ

(5 )

The following t
Section t HQ and are
situation is changing
a principal of war and staff

b.c

(1) Operations Section.

fa) ise plans the construction of the
operations centre.

(b) Finalise approval of the Rules of Engagement
with subordinate and UNHQ NY.

(c) Commence the production of the operat
portions of Force SOPs.

c
(d) Conduct a restructuring of the Liaison

Section and portions of the Operations
Section in order to respond to the
operations! force structure, liaison!
training, personnel administration
logistics essential for the analysis and
implementation of the Disengagement and
Demobilization Working Group (MDDWG). The
MDDWG will create sub-groups according to
subj ect matter. The MDDWG will respond to the
Joint Programs Commission under the
chairmanship of the FC.

(e} Finalise the communications concept for
implementation in coordination with the CCO.

(f) Provide the Force information collection
priorities.

(g) Produce the Air Support directive.
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(h) Produce the Military Engineer support and the
m~ne~ 1~3rance plans.

(i) P~ovi0e upport to the Chief of Security ll1
the production of t emergency evacuat
plan.

(j) Produce a training directive
related subjects and for
refresher training.

for Mission
guidance in

c

c

(k) Produce the Duty Officer directive that will
provide the guidance to that staff and
incorporate all relevant material that must
be monitored, including all Humanitarian
Af irs related tasks with UN and NGO relief
and support activities throughout the
country.

(1) Produce the first draft of the concept of
operations for the opening of the Gatuna
Kigali corridor by 13 Dec 93.

(m) Provide the Force input into the three month
Mission report I coordinated by the SRSG
staff I required by the Secretary-General due
in UNHQ NY by 22 Dec 93.

(n) Update by 8 Dec 93 the Force general
information briefing for use as the initial
briefing for new arrivals and also, in
coordination with the CAO, prepare a modified
version for formal brief ings to VIPs and
newly arrived civilian staff on visit.

Co) Produce the Force HQ Duty Officer list,
publish and update their duties and monitor
their reports daily.

(p) Produce a detailed military weekly
communications state I based on input from the
CCO weekly state, for the Commander's
Conference.

(q) Produce the Force portion and coordinate the
political input into the Mission Weekly
SITREP.

(2) Liaison Section.

(a) Finalise the Escort Request SOPs for
immediate publication.

(b) Remain the Force focal point for all escort
demands into the DMZ and beyond. All demands
if approved by Force HQ will be forwarded to
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(c) P.~L t e nd Joint Wc)rkirl l3 s e s s i ons be '"- '1I\'"2'2:-'l [~~

two factions on matters related to t
military aspects of the Peace Agreement
except those ready monitored or presided
over by the DMZ Commander.

e

(d)

(e)

Conduct all the essential coordination for
the restarting of the Joint Commission on
Programmes as per Article 79 of the Peace
Protocol and prepare MDDWG structure
including a proposal for restructure of the
Liaison and Operations Sections to rnee t these
new by 6 Dec 93.

the ly act t of t
Government and RPF liaison staffs inclu~~,.~

ir meet with anyone outside of the
strict military environment. You are to be
informed of all such non-military meetings
for approval and/or acknowledgement by either
FC Or DFC/COS. The SOP for their employment,
which is in draft form now, in the Force HQ
must be finalised by 6 Dec 93

c

(g) Provide final t of the security
procedures that must be adopted to ensure the
safety of the RPF liaison staff once formal
response is received from RPF leadership on
this matter.

(h) Be the point of contact for the UNCIVPOL with
the Force.

(3) Personnel Section. With the rapid build-up the
Force, a number of tasks must be finali in
short order:

(a) Prepare, in coordination with the CCPO, the
first draft of Personnel section of the Force
SOPs ASAP.

(b) Prepare Force directive on dress,
security and Out of Bounds rules with support
from the Ops sect and the UNCIVPOL for
Force members a er normal working hours
t -off particularly in Kigali Sector.

(c) Prepare a weekly personnel sitrep for the
Commanders Conference (and the weekly Mission
sitrep) and provide to the CAO the monthly
consolidated personnel states for UNHQ NY.

(d) Prepare, in coordination with the CCPO the
Force Welfare Instruction on all such related
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matters which must i:iclude the Leave/eTG
Directive, the enmities acquisition and
distribution direct ,the establishment of
a Rest and tion and its
management, the creation management of
a Force wel fund. Be the Force
Coordinator of requests for stores from the
Mission PX Facility.

(e) Publish the routine administrative directives
for the functioning of the Force Orderly Room
and the internal administration of the Force
HQ. However the Force Staff Duties Officer
will be Fe's A/MA. He will produce the
first ft of his terms of reference by 11
Dec 93. The SRSG and CAO are requested to
provide Representatives to this Working
Group.

c (f) Publish the bi-weekly Force Rout Orders.

(g) Provide the Adjutant functions the Force.

(h) Continue to update the Force Reception Plan
in concert wi th the Log section and the
Division of Administration.

c

(4) Logistics Section. The negative impact of the lack
of resources that we are currently facing may
improve shortly with the acceleration that FOD
UNHQ NY is injecting in getting the essential
resources to us in the most timely manner
possible. This will continue to create significant
work loads and coordination problems for the staff
in this section. Furthermore, the tardy,
incomplete, non-substantiated or simply non
existent submissions of requirements by all
elements of the Force is totally unconducive to
our achieving our operational mission in the
short, and worst still in the mid to long term.
All Force units and HQs must identify and staff
the detailed operational requirements and submit
these consolidated demands to the CLogO in the
most expeditious manner. Lead times can be as
long as three (3) months even for urgent
requirements.

(a) Continue to update the Force Reception an
with the Personnel Section.

(b) Consolidate, manage and staff to the Division
of Administration all Force materiel demands.

(c) Allot all materiel, vehicle and stores to the
Force according to guidelines and priorities
provided by the FC through Logistic
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( d ) Prodl:ce, 1.11 coo r d i ria c i.ori w i t.h the C,~\J, the
Mission and Fo r c e Medical Eva c u a t.Lc n :=lar:.

(h) Provide an officer on call to the Mission
Disengagement and Demobilization Working
Group (MDDWG).

c

(e)

(g)

Ensure the timely movement of personnel and
materiel to and from the Mission area
according to UN directives and in
coordination with the movement staff of the
Division of Administration.

Produce all relevant logistic management
directives and instructions essential to the
effective allocation, distribution and
maintenance of all materiel needs and
resources of the Force.

Provide the Ferce EDP officer as a secondary
duty.

c

(5)

(i) Prepare a weekly military vehicle state for
the Commander's Conference.

(j) Gather operations and logistic vehicle
requirements and attend all meetings of the
Vehicle Allocation Committee under the
chairmanship of the DFC.

Force HO Commandant. This officer ( Maj
Forrock) will hold the responsibility of being the
Commanding Officer of the Force HQ unit. He is
essentially the Camp Commandant of the Force HQ
as well as its Security officer. He is to prepare
the first draft of his terms of reference, in
coordination with the Chief of Security and the
FC's MA for review by 10 Dec 93.

R. A. Dallaire
Brigadier-General

Force Commander UNAMIR

DISTRIBUTION LIST (Page 12)
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External

MILOB Group - CMO
UNOMUR Sector - Comd
DMZ Sector - Comd
Kigali Sector - Comd
Belgique Bn - Comd
Bangladesh En - Comd
Engineer Coy - Comd
Logistics Coy - Comd
MP Section - Comd
Medical Platoon Comd

Internal

DFC/COS
coo
DCOO
CLO
CLogO
CMPO
MA
AlMA
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SRSG
CAO
UNCIVPOL
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